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DESCRIPTION OF NEW SPECIES OF PALJ30ZOIC
ECHINODERMATA.

BY S. A. MILLER AND WM. F. E. GURLEY.

SUBKINGDOM ECHINODERMATA.

CLASS CRINOIDEA.

ORDER PAL^OCUINOIDEA
FAMILY ACTINOCRINID.E.

BATOCRINUS SPINOSUS, D. sp.

Plate I, Fig. 1, azygous side; Fig. 2, opposite view; Fig. 3, basal

view of the same specimen, azygous side down.

This species is above medium size. The calyx is short, three

times as wide as high, subpentagoiial in outline. The vault is

high and inflated. All the plates of the body are produced in

wedge-shaped, irregular spines, part of which are broken off our

specimen.

Basals short and forming a low, Suucer-shaped cup, with a mod-

erately concave depression below, for the attachment of the column.

First primary radials twice as wide as long, and each bearing a

transverse, wedge shaped spine, directed downward, that extends

lower than the facet for the columnar attachment. Second prim-

ary radials short, about three times as wide as long, quadrangu-

lar. Third primary radials, wider than long, pentagonal, axillary,

and in four rays there is a single secondary radial upon one su-

perior sloping side which is axillary and bears upon each upper

side three tertiary ralials, anil upon the other superior side there

are three secondary radials, which arrangement gives to each of

the four rays three arms. In the ray opposite the azygous area,

the third primary radial bears upon each upper side three second-

ary radials and consequently has only two arms. There are, there-
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fore, fourteen arms, in this species, and fourteen ambulacra! open-

ings to the vault.

The regular interradial areas are not exactly alike. In two of

them there is a single plate and in the other Iwo areas a small

plate follows the first one. In the azygous area, the first plate is

in line with the first radials and it is followed by three plates of

nearly equal size, giving to this area a subqiiadrate outline.

The vault is enormously developed, most tumid opposite the

azygous area and covered with large, polygonal, unequal, and re-

markably heavy spinous plates. The proboscis is large, subcentral

and slightly curved back from the azygous side. There are two

pores that penetrate the vault between each of the arms or twenty-

eight of these passages in the species.

This species is distinguished by the development of each radial

series at the periphery of the calyx which gives to the calyx its

subpentag )nal outline; by the great development of the vault; by

the robust spinous plates and fourteen arms. It has some resem-

blance to Eretmocrinus prtvgravis, which is a twelve armed spe-

cies and has more plates in the azygous and regular areas. It

may be said to be constructed upon a similar plan, though not to

be mistaken for that sfjecies. We think that Eretmocrinus priv-

cjravis should be referred to Balocrinns, and possibly the genus

Eretmocrinus abandoned, at least, the large proboscis, no matter

how much it may bd curved, will not alone distinguish Eretmocri-

nus.

Found by Prof. A. G. Wetherby, in the Keokuk Group, on

Little Barren Kiver, Kentucky, and now in the collection of Wm.
E. E. Gurley.

BATOCRINUS CUKI08US, n. sp.

Plaie I, Fig. 4, azygous side; Fig. 5, opposite view; Fig. 0, hasal

view.

Species large, vault exceeding the calyx in dimension. Calyx

more than twice as wide as high, truncated below, regularly expand-

ing to the first tertiary radials, and then spreading nearly horizon-

tally to the free arms. Ambulacral openings directed horizontally.

Each primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary radial series

consists of a sharp ridge that slopes laterally to the sutures, the

sharp angularity increases from the first primary to the last qua-

ternary plate, each plate also bears a sharp central node or tuber-

cle. All other plates of the calyx are tumid and each bears a

central node. Surface granular. Column large and contains a

large canal.



Basals very short, wide, truncated below, lateral sutures deep,

superior face of each concave, truncated face about twice the di-

ameter of the column, the facet for which is only modeiately

concave and radiately furrowed. First primary radials of un-

equal size, from two to four times as wide as long, superior face

concave, three hexagonal, two heptagonal, and each bears three

nodes, one central from which the angular radial ridge arises, and

one on each prolonged lateral side. Second primary radials of

uneqiial size, from one and a half to two and a half times as wide

as long, quadrangular. Third primary radials about one half

larger than the second, pentagonal, axillary and support on each

upper sloping side, two secondary radials. The secondary radials

are as large as the second and third primaries. The second sec-

ondary radials are axillary, and, in three rays, bear upon one of

the superior sloping sides two tertiary radials, the second one of

which is axillary and bears upon each superior sloping side three

quaternary radials, and upon the other side of the second sec-

ondary radials, which are the proximal sides, four tertiary radials,

which arrangement gives to each of the three rays six arms. In

the ray opposite the azygous area and in one of the lateral rays

each second secondary radial is axillary and bears upon each

upper sloping side four tertiary radials, and consequently these

rays have four arms. Thei-e are, therefore, twenty-six arms in

this specifs and twenty-six ambulacral openings to the vaidt.

There are no intersecondary or intertertiary plates.

In two of the regular interradial areas tliere is one large plate

followed by a .small one, and in the other two areas tl'ere is a

large plate followed by two small ones. These plates are tumid

and each bears a central node. The azygous area is somewhat

trapezoidal in outline and contains seven plates. The first one is

in line with the first primary radials, but is much larger than

either of them and bears a large transverse wedge-shaped spine.

It is followed by three tumid, nodose plates in the second range,

and these, in turn, by two plates, one of which is quite small,

and above the larger plate, in the third range, there is a small

plate in the fourth range, which is immediately below the angle

formed by the union of the first quaternary plates.

Vault high, broadly rounded, most tumid opposite the azygous

side and covered with polygonal, nodose plates. The larger plates

bear two, three or more nodes, but the smaller ones bear a single

cimtral noile. The proboscis is subcentral on the azygous side.

There are narrow, elongated plates at the base of the vault, be-

tween the plates covering the ambulacral furrows,- except between
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Ihe furrows beloEgiuj? to the quaternary series of radials, and at

the inferior angles of these elongated plates there are pores pene-

trating the vault, making, in all, forty of these so-called ovarian

orifices.

This species is distinguished by its general form, sharp radial

ridges, tumid and nodose plate?, and twenty-sis arms. It is not

necessary to make any special comparison with any heretofore de-

scribed.

Found by Prof. A. G. Wetherby in the Keokuk Group, iu

Allen County, Kentucky, and now in the collection of Wm. F. E.

Gurley.

BATOCEINCS CASULA, n. sp.

Plale I, Fig. 7, azygous view; Fig. 8, side view of ihe same
specimen, part being broken away opposiie ihe azygous side

Species large, calyx and vault subequal in size. Calyx one-half

wider than high, bowl-shaped, most rapidly expanding above the

secondary radials, and ambulacral openings directed nearly hori-

zontally. Radial ridges angular and in the tertiary and quater-

nary series embracing the entire plates to the lateral sxitures,

and each plate bears a central node. All the plates of the calyx

are tumid and each bears one or more nodes. Surface granular.

Column large.

Basals short, twic^e as wide as high, bear a tubercle at each side,

and form a low hexagonal disc, one-half wider than the column,

each superior face concave and lateral sutures deep. First primary

radials of une(iual size, from one-half wider to twice as wide as

long, superior face transverse or slightly concave, three hexagonal,

two heptagonal and each bears a central node, and the larger ones

have small lateral nodes. Second primary radials comparatively

small, (quadrangular, and about one-half wider than liigh. Third

primary radials about one-half larger than the second, pentagonal,

axillary, and support on each upper sloping side two secondary

radials, and in one of the ra} s in our specimen there are three

secondary radials. The secondary radials are larger than the

second and third primaries, and the last one is axillary in all the

rays. Above this some of the rays are injured in our specimen.

The lateral ray shown in figure S has fjur tertiar}' radials upon

each upper sloping side of the last scctmdaries w'hich gives to

this ray four arms. The ray shown on the right of the azygous

area in figure 7 has four tertiary radials on each of the upper

proximal sides of the second secondaries, and two tertiary radials

on each of the upper distal sides, the last of which is axillary

and supports upon each upper side three quaternary radials,
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which arrangement gives to this ray six arms. The species evi-

dently has either twenty-four or twenty-six arms. The arras are

in clusters of two or three that project and have depressed inter-

spaces, that are most conspicuous on the vault, but give a very

irregular outline to the top of the calyx.

In each of the regular interradial areas there are four plates.

The first is very large: it is followed by two plates of unequal

size, and above these there is a smaller one. The azygous area

is much elongated and contains seven plates. The first one is in

line with the first primary radials, and nearly as large as any of

them. It is followed by three plates sub-equal in size and about

as large as the first. These are followed by two plates, one quite

small and the other about as large as those in the second range.

Above these there is an elongated plate in the fourth range that

sends an angle high between the quaternary radials, and to near

the top of the calyx.

The vault is convex, irregular, depressed in the interradial areas

and covered with remarkably large, polygonal, peculiar, nodose

plates, dome of the plates bear a large, wedge-shaped spine;

others bear one, two or three nodes, more or less irregularly de-

fined. The proboscis is subcentral, but broken off in our speci-

men. Three elongated plates with nodes near the upper end may
be seen over the azygous ai'ea in figure 7, and two orifices pene-

trating the vault at their lower angles. One elongated plate may
be seen in figure 8 separating the four armed series with two
orifices penetrating the vault at the lower angles. And the plate

separating the four armed from the six armed series is one-half

longer than either one shown in the illustrations. Two pores pene-

trate the vault between each of the arms, except the quaternary

series, and, therefore, there are forty of these so-called ovarian

orifices.

This species bears more resemblance to Balocriniis riiriosuft

than to any other heretofore described, though the vault differs

so much from that, it will be wholly unnecessary to institute any
coDparisou. The difference in the form of the calyx in the two

species will account for the variations in the size and shape of

the plates so far as the basal and radial series extend, but the

differences in the number of interradials and shape of the areas

will always constitute specific characters. The sharp radial plates

in B. cnriosns and depressed spaces between the bunched radial

series in this species are not to be overlooked.

Found by Prof. A. G. Wetherby in the Kejkuk Group, on

Little Barren River, in Kentucky, and now in the collection of

Wm. F. E. Gurley.
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BATOCRINDS HONOBABILIS, n. Sp.

Plate I, Fig. 0, azijcjons view; Fig. 10, opposite side same specimen.

Species larf>e, with a vault less than half the height of the

calyx. Calyx nearly as long as wide, hexagonal below and most

rapidly expanded near the top. Plates tumid and subspinous,

Ambulacral openings directed upward at an angle of thirty degrees.

Column large and radiately furrowed.

Basals stand upright and form a hexagon about twice as wide

as high and about twice as wide as the diameter of the column.

They are beveled towards the sutures and flattened on the sides

and extend to wedge-shaped end below the commencement of the

column, so that the calyx will stand on the cuneiform edges. First

primary radials large, nearly as long as wide, three hexagonal,

two heptagonal. Second primary .radials a little wider than long,

quadrangular. Third primary radials abut upon two interradials

at one or both ends, and consequently four of them are hexagonal

and one heptagonal; the heptagonal plate is shown in figure 10.

They are very unequal in size, but each one is axillary and sup-

ports upon each of its two superior sides two secondary radials.

The secondary radials are rather long and as large as the second

and third primary radials, the second secondary radials are axil-

lary and each supports on its superior sloping sides three tertiary

radidals, and in some rays four tertinry radials. By this arrange-

ment there are four arms in each radial series or twenty arms

and twenty ambulacral ojjenings to tlie vault in this species. There

are no intersecondary or intertiary plales.

The regular interradial arms are much elongated and the two

shown in figure 10 have each four plates, one in the first range,

two in the second and one in tlie third. But in each of the other

regular interradial areas there are three plates in line, tiie third

one being the smallest. In the azygous area there are seven plates

and it is somewhat trapezoidal in outline. The first one is as

long as wide, larger than a first primary radial and in line with

them. It is followed in the second range by three large plates

and these by two in the third range aud one in the fourth, which

separates the first tertiary radials, and in these rays there are

four tertiary radials.

The vault is subhemispherical or broadly rounded and bears a

small subcentral proboscis which is liroken oil' in our specimen.

It is covered with large, tumid, polygonal plates, each of whicli

bears a central mode. The interradial areas are slightly depressed

between each pair of arms where there is an elongated plate and
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an orifice at each of its inferior angles. This arrangement places

one pore on one side of each arm or gives to the species twenty

of these so-called ovarian pores.

This species is distiuguished by its general form, cuneiform

basal plates, elongated interradial areas, twenty arms and nodose

plates. It cannot be mistaken for any hitherto described.

Found by Prof. A. G. Wetherby, in the Keokuk Group of Ten-

nessee and now in the collection of VVm. F. E. Gurley.

lUTOCRINUS WETHERBYI.

PUde I, Fig. 11, az>j(]ous view; Fig. 12, opposite side of same
specimen. The oider rim of the hasals is broken off.

Species rather above medium size, biturbinate vault larger than

the calyx. Plates of the vault tumid and nodose, while those of

the calyx are smooth. Calyx twice as wide as high, truncated

and expanded at the base, and broadly constricted in the region

of the secondary radials, and having the last tertiary radials

directed nearly horizontHlly. The surface is without radial ridges

or other ornamentation except a granular covering.

TLe basals are truncated below and broadly expanded, but the

outer rim is broken off in our specimen "so the true diameter is

not disclosed. The column is large aud inserted in a concave rad-

iately furrowed depression. Tbe first primary radials are very

short, from three to four limes as wide as long, i-uperior face

concave, three hexagon-il and two heptagonal. Second primary rad-

ials short, from two to three times as wide as \<>nj:, quadrangular.

Third primary radials very little larger thin the second, pentag-

onal, axillary and supports on each superior sloping side two

secondai-y radials. The secondary radials are larger than tlie sec-

ond and third primary radials and considerably wider. The second

secondary radials are axillary and bear on each superior sloping

side two rather long tertiary radials. By this arrangement there

are twenty arms and tweutj' ambulacral openings to the vault.

There is a single very large plate in each of two regular inter-

radial areas and two plates in each of the other two areas, one
rather large plate followed by a small one as shown in figera 12.

There are five azygous plates. The first one is much larger than

either of the first primary radials and in line with them. There

are three plates in the second range, the middle one being much
the smallest and quadrangular. There is a single wide plate in

the third range which is nearly as large as the first. The azygous

area is, therefore, nearly square iu outline, with a small quad-

rangular plate in the center surrounded by four plates in the angles

of the area.
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The vault is liigh, subconical with a large subcentral proboscis.

It is covered with large, tumid, nodose, polygonal plates. The

interradial areas are slightly depressed between each pair of arms,

where there is a narrow elongated plate and an orifice at each of

its inferior angles. This arrangement places one pore on one side

of each arm or gives to the species twenty of these so-called

ovariau apertures.

This species is distinguished by its general biturbinate form,

expanded basals, smooth calyx, nodose vault, square azygous area

and twenty arms. It is a marked species that need not be mis-

taken for any heretofore described.

Found by Prof. A. G. Wetherby, in whose honor we have proposed

the specific name, in the Keokuk Group, at White Creek Springs,

in Tennessee, and now in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley.

BATOCRINUS LATERNA, n. Sp.

Plate I, Fig. 13, azijr/ons area on the rigtit ; Fig. 14, basal vieio

to sliow titc diameter of tlie basal plates.

Species rather above medium size and having a lantern shape

that suggested the specific name. Vault conical and lai-ger than

the calyx. Calyx more than twice as wide as high; basals thin

and remaikably expanded in a circular disc; each radial series

consists of a sharp ridge that slopes laterally to the sutures,

while the interradial areas are flattened and depressed so that a

transverse section of the calyx, at any [)oint below the secondary

radials, will be sharply pentagonal in outline. The calyx is ab-

ruptly expanded above the secondary radials so that the last

tertiary radials are directed horizontally, in pairs, with a depress-

ed interradial space between them. The angularity of the radial

ridges is somewhat like it is in Batocrinits c/(r('o.s».s, but otherwise

the calyces have no resemblance to each other.

The basals form a thin circular disc that has a diameter one-

half greater than the height of the calyx, and, in the center of

which, on the lower flat side, there is a concave radiately furrow-

ed depression for the attachment of the column, and a small

round columnar canal. The diameter of the column is about one-

fourth the diameter of the basal disc. The first primary radials

are short, two or three times as wide as high, have a concave face

for the second ratlials, are longitudinally shaiply angular in the

middle, and appear as if set down upon the surface of the plane

basal disc. Second prin:ary radials short, sharply angular in the

middle, quadrangular. Third primary radials very little larger
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than the second, pentagonal, axillary and bear upon each superior

lateral side two secondary radials. The secondary radials are

short, the last one axillary and supporting on each superior slop-

ing side three tertiary radials. This arrangement gives to the

species twenty arms and twenty amhulacral openings to the vault.

The amhulacral openings are directed horizontally.

The regular interradial areas are depressed and flattened below

the base of the radial ridges. Some of the matrix covers the

plates in some of the areas so that they cannot be distinguished.

In the area, on the loft of figure 13, there are three plates, one

in the first range and two in the second, one of which is much
longer than the other. In the azygous area there are five plates.

The first one is in line with the first primary radials, only about

half as wide but somewhat longer than either one of them. It

appears to stand un on the circular disc filling the middle part

of the depressed and flattened area. It bears a small • entral

tubercle, but all the other iuterradials are flat and smooth. It is

followed by three rather large flat plate3, in the secoud range, and
above these, in the third range, there is a single, narrow, elongated

plate that extends one angle high between the second tertiary

plates, but is cut ofl' from reaching the plates of the vault.

Vault very high, conical, larger than the calyx and bearing a

large subcentral proboscis. The interradial areas are depressed

between each pair of arm bases. The vault is covered with large,

polygonal, and tumid plates, each one of which bears a lar^e

central node. There is a narrow elongated plate between each
pair of amhulacral furrows and an orifice at each of its inferior

angles. This arrangement places one pore on one side of each

arm or gives to the species twenty of these so-called ovarian

apertures.

The large round basal disc, pentagonal outline of the calyx,

sharp radial ridges, depressed and flattened interradial areas,

conical vault and twenty arms distinguish this species. There is

no doubt but that the probossis is large and long and that the

basal disc is expanded, probably, beyond any other known species.

Both of these characters are ascribed to Eretmuci iiiiis, but there

is no difliculty in showing, as we have before remarked, that the

proboscis, alone, cannot be relied upon to distinguish the genera.

Th'^' basal plates cannot be relied upon, for you may pass by a

graded scale from the extraordinary basals, in this species, to those

in Baiocrinus weihevhyi and then to Batocriims curiosus and then
io Baiocrinus casula where the basals are rounded instead of ex-

panded. The only other character by which Eretmocrinus is dis-
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tinguisbed from Batocrinus is found in the arms, and, as we shall

have occasion to describe a species, in this paper, having the flat-

tened arms belonging to Eretmocrinus, we will defer further com-

pai'ison until that species is before us. If Ereimocrinus, however,

is a valid genus, the probability is, that this species should be re-

ferred to it, in the absence of a knowledge of the arms, for, oth-

erwise, the genus can only be known by the arms, which are

rarely ever found, in chert or among silicified specimens. The
species most nearly related to this one is Ereimocrinus lyonanus,

though tiiey are readily distinguished by the basal plates and in-

terradial areas; differences, however, which are only specific, not

generic. They both belong to the same genus.

Found by Prof. A. G. Wetherby, in the Keokuk Group, at

White Cret^k Springs, Tennessee, and now in the collection of

Wm. F. E. Gurley.

BATOCEINUS LACINIOSUS, U. Sp.

Plate 1, Fig. 15, view opposite the azygous area; Fig. 1(>, azy-

(jous side of same specimen.

Species medium size, one of our specimens is much smaller than

the one illustrated. General ,form bitnrbinate; vault larger than

the calyx. Calyx twice a-^ wide as high, broadly truncated below

and rapidly expanding from the secondary radials so as to direct

horizontally the last tertiary radials and ambulacral openings.

Plates on he lower part of the chIvx tumid and subspinous, those

on the superior part plane or slightly convex. Radial ridges un-

defiued; sutures distinct.

Basals form a low hexagonal disc, one-half wider than the

diameter of the column. Columnai depression concave and radi-

ately furrowed, canal small. First primary radials large, only a

little wider than long and each bears a robust, transverse, cunei-

form node, three hexagonal, two heptagonal. Second primary

radials very small, short, about twice as wide as long, quadrangu-

lar. Third primary radials about one-half larger than the second,

pentagonal, axillary, and in the rays adjoining the azygous area,

bearing on the distal sloping sides three secondary radials and on

the proximal sides one secondary radial, which is axillary, and

bears upon its superior sloping sides three tertiary radials, which

gives to each of these rays three arms. In the two lateral rays

the third primary radials bear upon each superior sloping side a

single secondary radial, which is axillary and bears upon each

upper sloping side three tertiary radials, which gives to each of
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these rays four arms. In the ray opposite the azygous area the

third primary radial bears upon each upper sloping eide three

secondary ratliais wliich gives to this ray two arms. There are.

therefore, in this species, sixteen arms and sixteen ambulacral

openings to the vault.

There is a single large tumid plate in each regular interradial

area. In the azygousarea there are six plates. The first one is as large

as a first primary radial, and in line with them, and bears equally

as robust and cuneiform a spine. It is followed by three much
smaller plates, in the second range, and these, in turn, by two

plates, the lower one of which is much the smaller.

The vault is conical, larger than the calyx and bears a subcen-

tral proboscis. It is covered with large subspinous plates. There

is an elongated plate between each pair of arms and one dividing

the three armed rays that separate the ambulacral coverings at

the base of the arms and a pore penetrates tlie vault at each in-

ferior angle of these narrow- plates, which arrangement gives to

this species eighteen of these so called ovarian apertures.

This species is distinguished by the general form, tumid plates

on the lower part of the calyx and smooth plates in the superior

part, azygous area and sixteen arms.

Found by Prof. A. G. Wetherby in the Keokuk Group, of Ten-

nessee, and now in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley.

li.\TOCRINUS CASUALfS, n. Sp.

Plalc I, Fig. 17, vieio opposite the azyyons area: Fig. IS, azij-

goiis view of same specimen.

Species below the average si/.e, biturbinate, vault and calyx sub-

equal. Calyx broadly truncated below, only slightly expanded
above and ambulacral openings directed upward at an angle of

forty degrees. Diameter about one fifth greater than the height.

Eadial ridges not distinguished. A few of the plates in the lower

part tumid, those in the upper part only slightly convex or plane.

Basal plates stai:d upright and form an hexagonal disc three

times as wide as high, truncated below, and having a deep cavity

for the insertion of the column, which is a little less than half

the diameter of the basal disc. Columnar canal small. Fir»t pri-

mary radials large, one-fourth wider than high, three hexagonal,

two heptagonal and each bearing a robust, transverse node. Sec-

ond primary radials small, quadrangular. Third primary radials

a little larger than the second, pentagonal and axillary. The sec-

ond and third primary radials together much smaller than the first.
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The third primary radials adjoininp; the azygous area bear on the

distal slopinp; sides two secondary radials aud on the proximal

sloping sides one secondary radial which is axillary and bears upon

its superior sloping sides two tertiary radials which gives to each

of these rays three arms. In the two lateral rays the third pri-

mary radials bear upon each superior sloping side a single sec-

ondary radial, which is axillary and bears u-pon each upper sloping

side two tertiary radials, which gives to each of these rays four

arms. In the ray opposite the azygous area the third primary

radial bears upon each upper sloping side two secondary radials,

which gives to this ray two arms. There are, therefore, in this

species, sixteen arms and sixteen ambulacral openings to the vault.

There is a single, rather large, convex plate in each regular in-

terradial area. In the azygous area there are four plates. The

first one is in line with the first primary radials, though much

smaller, and bears a central node. It is followed by two plates in

the second range and one in the third, giving to the area a sub-

quadrate outline.

The vault is conoidal, covered with tumid, polygonal plates and

bears a subcentral proboscis. There are a few of the so-called

ovarian apertures but they cannot be accurately determined in our

specimen.

This species is distinguished by its general form, surface orna-

mentation, azygous area, and sixteen arms. When compared with

Baiocriniis laciiiiosus it will be noticed that the calyx is much

longer and yet has one plate less in the secondary and tertiary

series, beside the other ditl'erences. It belongs to one of the forms

sometimes referred to Ercimocriniis, but we see no suliicieut

reason for so classifying it.

Found by Prof. A. G. Wetherby in the Keokuk Crrouf) of Ten-

nessee, and now in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley.

BATOCRINUS AKCULA, n. sp.

Plate II, Fig. o, (izjjcjous side; Fiq. i, siiDimit view; Fiy. '>,

basal view of same specimen.

Species rather above medium size and having a low calyx and

convex vault. Calyx low, saucer-shaped and having a diameter more

than four times its height. IJadial ranges not defined and no surface

ornamentation. xVmbulacral openings directed horizontally. Sur-

face smooth or granular, our specimen being silicified, the granu-

lar appearance may or may not represent the surface of the plates.
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The basals eKtend a little beyond the columu ami form a sub-

hexagonal band around the superior end of it, with a concave de-

pression radiately furrowed for its attachment. The canal is small

and cinque foil. The first primary radials short, about three times

as wide as high; three hexagonal, two heptagonal, superior side

slightly concave. Second primary radials small, short, (juadrangu-

lar, two are three times as wide as high. Third primary radials

very little larger than the second, pentagonal, axillary, and on the

distal side of the two rays adjoining the azygous area bear two
secondary radials, the last of which is axillary and bears two ter-

tiary radials on each upper sloping side, and on the proximal
side having a single secondary radial, which is axillary and bears

three tertiary radials. In each of the two lateral rays there are

two secondary radials on each upper sloping side of the third

primary radials, the second one being axillary and supporting on
each upper sloping side two tertiary radials. By this arrangement
there are four arms to each of these four rays. In the ray oppo-
site the azygous area the third primary radial bears upon each

upper sloping side three tertiary radials which gives to it two
arms. There are, therefore, eighteen arms to this species and
eighteen ambulacral openings to the vault.

In three of the regular interradial areas one large plate is fol-

lowed by two small ones, in the other area there are only two
plates, one following the other. The azygous area is somewhat
triangular or conical aud contains nine plates. The first one is in

line with the first primary radials and somewhat smaller. It is

followed by three plates of nearly equal size in the second range,

and these by three plates in the third range, on the side of the

highest of which there is a small plate that might be referred to

a fourth range though not extending as high as the middle plate

in the third range, and on the apex of the middle plate there is

a single plate that extends as high as the calyx and unites with

two plates connecting with the vault.

The vault is two or three times as large as the calyx, most con-

vex or tumid opi)osite the azygous side and covered with large,

polygonal plates, each of which bears a central node, except in

the azygous interradials where the plates are small and plane or

very slightly convex, ft bears a large subcentral proboscis. The
arms are arranged in pairs and two pores penetrate the vault be-

tween each pair of arms, which gives to this species eighteen of

these so-called ovarian apertures.

—3
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This species is distinquished by its form, large azygous area

connected with the vault, and peculiar azygous interradius on

the vault, and eighteen arms. It cannot be mistaken for any

species heretofore described.

Found by Prof. A. G. Wetherby in the St. Louis Group, in

Washington county, Indiana, and now in the collection of Wm. F.

E. Gurley.

BATOCEINUS PILEUS, n. sp.

Plate II, Fig. 0, basal view slightly brolcen; Fig. 7, summit view;

Fig. S, side vieio of the same specimen.

This species is rather large in circumference, with an almost

flat calyx and moderately convex vault, or plano-convex in outlinp.

The cap-like form suggested the specific name. While the calyx

is nearly flat, the radial ridges are distinctly convex. Ambulacral

openings directed upward at an angle of thirty degrees and not

visible in a basal view.

Basal plates form a flat disc very little larger than the diame-

ter of the attaching column. First primary radials short, more

than twice as wide as lou.t4-, three hexagonal, two heptagonal.

Second primary radials about two-thirds as large as the first, quad-

rangular. Third primary radials nearly as large as the first, pen-

tagonal, axillary, and supporting on each upper sloping side two

secondary radials. The second secondary radials are axillary and

bear upon each superior sloping side three tertiary radials which

gives to each ray four arms. There are, therefore, twenty arms

in this species and twenty ambulacral openings to the vault.

There are three plates in each regular interradial area, one mod-

erately large followed by two smaller ones. The azygous area is

subovate in outline and contains eiglit plates. The first one is in

line with the first primarj' radials and narrower and longer than

either of them. It is followed by three plates in the second range

and three in the third range, the middle and higher one of which

is truncated by a small plate that extends to the top of the calyx

and unites with the plates of the vault.

The vault is convex and twice as large as the calyx, most tumid

opposite the azygous side. There are three large, convex plates

over each ambulacral area, one over the place where each pair of

ambulacral furrows unite and the other over the point where they

all come together. There are also four or more large, convex

plates near the base of the proboscis on the side opposite the azy-

gous area. The interradial areas are slightly dejjressed and cov-
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ered with smaller polygonal plates. Most of the sutures beins;

destroyed in our specimen, these plates are not indicated in the

illustrations. The vault is broken in our specimen so as to show
no part of the subcentral proboscis. Two pores penetrate the

vault between each pair of arms, which gives to this species

twenty of these so-called ovarian apertures.

This species is distinguished by its general form, flattened calyx,

ovate azygous area connected with the vault, regular distribution

of large convex plates on the vault, and twenty arms. It cannot

be mistaken for any species heretofore desci-ibed.

Found in the St. Louis Group, in Washington county, Indiana,

and now in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley.

BATOCRINUS BDEKETI, n. sp.

Plate II, Fig. 9, showing column, calyx and arms, azygous view.

This species is rather above medium size and is founded on a

single fiQe specimen on a slab. Of course, it does not disclose the

entire calyx and as the arms are preserved the vault cannot be

seen. The cal\x is nearly twice as wide as high, and subhemi-

spherical. Though somewhat lobed in the superior part there are

no radial ridges or proper evidences of surface ornamentation.

The column is round, med um size, and composed, within an inch

of the calyx, of rather thick plates, every alternate one projecting

beyond the other; but farther removed from the calyx, the pro-

jecting plates are at irregular distances from each other as shown
in the illustration.

Basals form a low hexagonal cup, more than one-half wider than

the diameter of the column and bearing a small rim or truncated

bottom which contains the concave depression for the insertion of

the column. First primary radials large, a little wider than high,

three hexagonal, two lieptagonal. Second primary radials rather

large and about one-half wider than high. Third primary radials

differ greatly in size, and part are pentagonal and others hexagonal.

The one on the left of tiie a/.ygous area is only a little larger

than the second primary radial, pentagonal, axillary and bears on
one side three secondary radials, and on the other which adjoins

the azygous area one secondary radial which is axillary and sup-

ports on each upper sloping side two tertiary radials. The arms
then bifurcate on the third plate, which gives to this ray six

arms. The third primary radial on the right of the azygous area

is hexagonal, axillary and bears on the side adjoining the azygous

area tsvo secondary radials, and on the distal side two secondary
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radials, the second one of which is axillary and bears upon each

superior side one tertiary radial. The arms then bifurcate on the

third plate, which gives to this ray six arms. It will be noticed

that these rays are quite differeiit and yet result in producing

the same number of arms. The lateral rays, as far as they can

be seen, on our specimen, appear to be constructed in the same

manner as the two above described. The ray opposite the azygous

side may have the same number of arms and it may have two

less. We can see seventeen arms, the others are covered. The
species, therefore, as near as can be ascertained has either twenty-

eight or thirty arms. The arm? are large, long, and composed of

a double series of small interlocking plates, that bear long pin-

nules.

The regular interradial area on the left of the azygous side is

elongated, extends to the vault and contains five plates. The first

is medium size and re.-ts between the superior sloping sides of

two first primary radials; it is followed by two somewhat smaller

plates in the second range, and these by one of about the same

size in the third range, and this by an elongated plate in the

fourth range, that separates the arm-beariDg plates of the calyx

and unites with the plates of the vault No other regular area

can be described from our specimen. The azygous area is elongate,

subovate and contains nine or more plates. The first plate is in

line with the first primary radial-t and quite as large. It is fol-

lowed by three plates in the second range, and these bj' three in

the third range, and these by two plates in the fourth range that

separate the arm-bearing plates, and one of which unites with the

plates of the vault.

This species will be distinguished by its smooth calyx, slightly

lobed by the projecting radial series at the summit of the calyx,

and depressed iuterradials, that separate the arm-bearing plates;

by the shape of the regular and azygous areas and the number of

plates which they contain, and their connection with the plates of

the vault, which is so exceedingly ran^ in this genus; and by the

structure of the radial series and number of arms. We know of

no species with which it is necessary to make a comparison, or

for which it might be mistaken.

Found by Mr. N. K. Burket, in the Keokuk Group, at Hamilton,

Illinois, and now in the collection of Wm. ¥. E. Gurley.
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BATOCRINUS LABELLUM, D. sp.

Plate 2, Fig. 10, azygous side; Fig. 11, basal view; Fig. 12,

summit view.

This species is medium size, depressed, biturbinate or resembling

in outline a doable convex; leas. (Jalys and vault subeiiual.

Calyx saucer-shaped, about two and a half times as wide as high.

Plates convex or transversely ridged, by being beveled toward the

sutures, which are remarkably well defined. Ambulacral openings

directed upwards at an angle of twenty degrees and not visible in

a basal view.

The basals extend a little beyond the column and form a sub-

hexagonal band around the superior end of it, with a concave de-

pression radiately furrowed for its attachment, and in this respect,

resembles Balocrinus arcula. First primary radials short, two or

three times as wide as long, three liexHgonal, tvo lieptagonal.

Second primary radials short, about twice as wide as long, (quad-

rangular. Third primary radials a little larger than the second,

three pentagonal, two hexagonal, axillary, and in four of the rays

supporting upon each upper sloping side two secondary radials,

the second one of which is axillary and bears upon each superior

sloping side three tertiary radials which gives to each of these

rays four arms. In the ray opposite the azygous area the third

primary radial bears upon each upper side four secondary radials

which gives to this ray two arms. There are, therefore, eighteen

arms in this species and eighteen ambulacral openings to the

vault.

There are three plates in each of three regular interradial areas,

one large plate followed by two small ones. In the other area

there are four plates, one large plate followed by two small ones
in the second range and these by one in the third range. The
azygous area is sub-ovate, in outline, and contains eight plates.

The first is in line with the first primary radials and of about the

same size. It is followed by three plates in the second range, and
these by three plates in third range, above which, a single plate

separates the first tertiary radials, while the second tertiary radials

unite over its superior angle.

The vault is about the same size as the calyx and very much
like it in outline. It is covered with numerous, tumid, polygonal

plates, each of which bears a central node. There are two pores

that penetrate the vault between each pair of arms or eighteen

of these so-called ovarian apertures in the species.
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This species is distinguished, by its general form; by the beveled

plates of the calyx; by the azygous area aud eighteen arms. There

is no species with which it is necessary to make any comparison.

Found in Keokuk Group, in Washington county, Indiana, and

now in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley.

ACTINOORINUS BOTRUOSUS, n. sp.

Plate 2, Fig. 1, azygous side; Fig. 2, opposite side of the same
specimen.

Species robust, above medium size. Calyx nearly as long as

wide. Radial series prominent aud inter-radial areas depressed so

as to give it an ob,)yramidal form or sub-pentagonal outline to a

transverse section. Plates tliick, tumid, and each one bears a cen-

tral node, which, on the larger plates, is elongated transversely.

The rays are abruptly expanded above the third primary radials,

leaving the inter-radial areas depressed, thus forming projecting

clusters of each of the five radial series and directing the ambulacral

openings nearly horizontally. The sutures are interrupted by

radiating sculptures, that are so short that the sutures appear as

if pitted.

Basals a little wider tliau high, very thick, contracted in

the middle and at the upper part so as to leave an expanded rim

projecting much beyond and below the point of attachment with

the column aud having widely gaping sutures below so that the

calyx will stand on the projecting aud contracted ends of the basal

plates. Column round, radiately furrowed, and having a diameter

a little more than one- third the greatest diameter of the expanded

basals. First primary radials large, rather longer than wide, three

hexagonal aud two heptagonal. Second primary radials wider than

high, hexagonal, and more than half as large as the first. Third

primary radials as large as the second, heptagonal, aud support-

ing upon each of the superior sides a single secondary radial which

is axillary, aud supports upon each of its superior sides two ter-

tiary radials, the last of wlijch is axillary and supports the free

arms, in all the rays that are preserved to show that extent of

development in our specimen, tliough some of the rays do not

preserve the first arm plates. If the arms are alike, therefore, in

these four rays there are eight to each one. In the ray opposite

the azygous area, on one side of the tiiird primary radial, there is

a single secondary plate, which is axillary and supports on each

upper side two tertiary radials, and on the other side there are
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three secondary radials, beyond which our sp?cimen is not pre-

served. If the last secondary and tertiary radials are axillary,

there are six arms in this series. By this arrangement, if the

arms are uniform, there are thirty-eight arms to this species. But,

we cannot be certain that all the arms are double, as we know in

some instances in other species such is not the case. The greater

probability is, however, that they are uniform and that the species

possesses thirty-eight arms. The ambulacral openings come to-

gether on the first tertiary radial, and hence, if the projecting

radial series were broken away, at this place, there would appear

to be only nineteen ambulacral openings to 'the vault. There are

no inter-secondary or inter- tertiary radials.

The first regular interradiai is smaller than a second primary

radial. It is followed by two smaller plates in the second range,

and these by three smaller plates in the third range, which sepa-

rate the lower part of the first secondary radials. Above this

point there is some difference in the areas, and the plates are

small and thrown out of any definite arrangement by being con-

tinued up the sides of the projecting arm series as well as cov-

ering the depressed interradiai area and graduating into the

plates of the vault without any line separating the plates of the

calyx from those of the vault. In one of the areas there are in

the fourth irregular rang3 four plates and in another area there

are five, these separate the first tertiary radials. Tlie fir^t plate

in the azyzons area is .smaller than a first primary radial and in

line with them. It is followed by two plates, in the second range,

each of which is nearly as largo as a first regular interradiai, and
these are followed by a range of three plates which are some-

what smaller and separate the third primary radials. There are

four plates in the fourth range and above this range the plates,

in our specimen, are covered with the matrix so as to obscure

the sutures, but the area above this does not seem to be differ-

ent from the regular areas.

The vault is convex and covered with large polygonal plates

over the ambulacral areas, each one of which is jxjssessed of a

large ventricose central node, while the interradiai areas are

abruptly sunken and covered with small plane plates. The pro-

boscis appears to have been quite small and central though

broken away from our specimen. The ventricose vault plates in

this species are much like they are in Aciinocrinus moniiculif-

erns and the swelling may be due more or less to silicification.
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This species is distiuguished by its general form and structure

from all others that have been described and it does not seem
that a comparison with any of them will aid in distinguishing it.

Found by Prof. A. G. Wefherby, in the Keokuk Group of Ten-

nessee, and "now in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley.

8ACC0CRINUS UMBROSUS, n. sp.

Plciic II, Fig. 13, lateral vieiv, with azygous area on the right;

Fig. 14, lateral view, witfi azygous area on ttic

left, same specimen.

Species large. Calyx urn-shaped below, but spreading at the

top, so as to resemble a Strotocriniis, and which suggested the

specific name. Only part of the spreading top is preserved in

oar specimen, but enough to show it is much wider than the

height of the calyx. Plates thick and tumid. Sutures deep and

beveled. Surface ornamentation, if any, destroyed and also the

plates of the vault in our specimen.

Basals one-half wider than high, very thick, stand upright and

form a hexagon two and a half times wider than the diameter of

the column. The basals exieud below the point of attachment

with the co'umu in the form of cuneate ends with widely gaping

sutures below, so that the calyx will stand on the sharp and con-

tracted edges of the basal plates. The calyx rapidly expands in

rounded outline from the basals to the second primary radials.

First primary radials large, of unequal size, width about one-

fourth greater than the height, three hexagonal, two heptagonal.

Second primary radials about one-third the size of the first,

([uadrangular and nearly square. Third primary radials a little

larger than the second, three hexagonal, two pentagonal, axillary,

and support on each upper sloping side one or more secondary

radials, the last of which is axillary and supports tertiary radials,

and in some of the rays, at least, there are quaternary radials.

All of the rays in our specimen are injured at some point above

the first secondary radials, so that no single ray can be com-

pletely described.

The first plate in each regular interradial area is large, and in

the first area on the left, as shown by figure 13, there are only

three plates, on(< following the other. In one of the other areas

there appears to be only two, but this appearance may be due to

an injury that exists above the second plate. In the azygous

area there are nine plates, in subovate outline, that appear to fill

thi.s area, but there is a large plate above these that does not
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seem to belong to the radial series, and hence there is doubt about

the area. The first plate is in line with the first primary radials

and of about the same size. It is followed in tiie second range

by three large plates, and these, in the third range, by three

smaller plates, and above these there arc two still smaller plates

that belong to this area.

This species is so different from any other that has been de-

scribed, in the part preserved, that no comparison with any of

them will throw any light upon it.

Found in the Niagara Group at St. Paul, Indiana, and now in

the collection uf Wm. F. E. (Turley.

ERETMOCRINUS COMMENDABILIS, n. sp.

I'Inle II, Fi(j. 15, a specimen showing part of eahj.r, arms anil

column, nzygoiis area on ihe right.

Species large. Calyx twice as wide as high, depressed iu the

interradial areas and somewhat lobed in the superior part, broadly

truncated below. Plates moderately convex and granular, sutures

distict and more or less beveled. Column large and composed of

thick plates that are beveled externally, and alternately project one

beveled edge beyond the other. Columnar canal large and nearly

round. Basals short, truncated below and expanded to a thin

edge, irregularly hexagonal, in outline, and having a width twice

the diameter of the column. First primary radials a little wider

than high, three hexagonal and two heptagonal. Second primary

radials short, more than twice as wide as high, quadrangular.

Tiiird primary radials a little larger than Ihe second, pentagonal,

axillary, and support on each superior sloping side two secondary

radial.-. The secondary radials are larger than the second and

third primrry radials, the second one is axillary and supports on

each superior sloping side two tertiary radials. This arrangement

gives to the species twenty arms. This is upon the assumption

that the arm opposite the azygous area is like the three that are

shown in the specimen, it being possible that it has only two

arms. There are three single short plates in the commencement
of each arm, these are followed by a double series of interlocking

plates that are deeper than wide but which gradually widen, until

at the distance of an inch and three-quarters from the calyx an

arm is three times as wide as deep.

In the only regular area shown in our specimen there are two

plates, one quite large followed by another half its size. The
first azygous plate is in line with th^ first primary radials and of

—4
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fibout (ho same size. It is followed by three laryc plates and

above these there are either one or two plates, that extend to the

top of the calyx aud connect with the plates of the vault.

This species is distinguished by its general form, depressed in-

terradial areas, lobed extention at the arm bases, by the plates of

the azygous and regular areas, and otherwise. It is a typical Ki-ci-

mocriiiKS and the question now arises whether or not it can be

distinguished from Bahcrhius. The expanded basal plates is cer-

tainly not a generic character in Aciinocrinus or Baiocrinus, it is

not peculiar to Ercimocrinns. Can it be, that taken in connection

with the coarse aud expanded arms, it becomes of generic value ?

We think not. The column is larger than is usual in Baiocrinus,

but that is certainly not a generic character. The form of the

calyx and arrangement of the plates is the same as in Balocrimis.

The only distinguishing difference left between Ereimocrinus and

Baiocrinns is to be found in the expansion of the arms. We be-

lieve that, in no instance, can this be of generic importance and,

therefore, think that Ereimocrinus is separated from Baciocrinus

by specific differences oidy. A mere combination of specific dif-

ferences, which, if applied to its full extent, to Baiocrinus, would

subdivide tlie genus into many genera. We have, however, i-e-

tained the naipe Ercimocrimm, from deference to the opinion of

others, and provisionally, because it may be a convenient division

of Baiocrinus.

Found in the Keokuk Group, at Crawfordsville, Indiana, and

now in the collection of \Vm. F. E. Gurley.

AGAKICOCRINUS I'ROFUXDUS, n. sp.

ri((h' '!, Fiij. 1, Ixtsal i'icw: Fif/. 2, summit view; Fi(j. 3, azyrjous
(•(>'«! of a suiallcr specimen.

Sl)ecies large and ])reserving all the characters ascribed to it in

numerous specimens. Calyx deep, hemispherical, outline snbpen-

tagonal. Plates within the concavity below the third radials, plane

and smooth, and tliose from the third radials outward very tumid.

The abrupt change from plane to tiunid plates forms a rim within

the concavity.

]>asals small and entirely hidden by the column. First primary

radials large, length about e;]ualing the greatest width, a small

part abruptly bent into tlie columnar concavity, three hexagonal

two heptngonal. Secoiul primary radials large and nearly square.

Third primary radials larger than the second and about as large

as the first, very tumid, i^eutagonul, axillary, aud in three of the
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rays support on each upper sloping side three secoudary radials,

whicli gives to each of these raj's two arms. In each ray adjoin-

ing the azygous area there is on each superior sloping side of the

third primary radial a single secoudary radial, which is axillary

and supports on each side three tertiary radials, whicii gives to

each of these rays four arms. There are, tiierefore, fourteen arms
in tliis species. The calyx is much more protuberant at the ends
of the radial series adjoining the a/.ygous area than elsewhere, by
reason of the increased number of radial plates. The arms are

composed of a double series of siiort plates, from the commence-
ment united by the usual zigzag suture.

There is a single long twelve sided plate in each regular inter-

radial area. It rests between the superior sloping sides of the

first primary radials, where it is concave, to conform with the

otliei- plates adjoining. It then curves over the summit of the

calyx, where it is very tumid and separates the primary, secondary

and tertiary radials and unites with two plates belonging to the

vault. Tliere are four plates in the azygous area. The first one
is in line with the first primary radials and slightly longer and
narr<)W(!r than either of them. It is followed by three plates, the

middle one of whiith is narrow within the concavity of the calyx,

liut gradually expands a3 it curves over toward the vault and be-

comes wider than the lateral plates at its union with the three

plates belonging to the vault. The lateral plates are wide within

the concavity of the calyx aud very tumid where they curve over

toward the vault, but become narrow and flattened where they

unite with the plates of the vault.

The vault is highly convex, and interradial areas concave. There
is a large, tumid plate at the apex of this vault, which is sur-

I'ounded by sis large, convex plates aud from two to four small

plates in the azygous area. In some of our specimens there are

only two of these plates at the top of the azygous area, that sep-

arate it from the summit plate, as siiown in figure 2, aud in others

there are four, which is the case in the specimen illustrated by
figure '•], but they are hidden from view, in the illustration, because

of the prominence of the azygous swelling. A row of large tumid
plates covers each ambulacral area from the summit to the arms
aud there are two of these plates at the base of the arms in each of

the four armed series. It would seem that the ambulacral canals

are covered with large plates where they unite in each radial

series. Tlie plates in the interradial areas are flattened or con-

cave aud more or less elongated. The azygous area is very wide

and beai's an elongated, more or less elliptical, bulbous promi-
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neuce, in the upper part, which has an elongated azygous opening.

The plates covering the azygous area and bulbous prominence are

polygonal, variable in size, and fattened or concave.

This species is distinguished from all others, heretofore describ-

(d, by the character of the regular interradials and azygous

plates, by the azygous area, and by having fourteen arms. After

having examined several hundred specimens belonging to this

genus, we believe that the number of arms do not vary within

the proper limits of a species, and hence the number of arms may
always be regarded as of specific importance. Other specific char-

acters will always be found in the interradial and azygous plates,

belonging to the calyx, but ditt'erences in the interradial plates

belonging to the vault will be found in the same species. There

is no increase in the number of plates belongiug to the calyx,

with increase of size, in the same species; but there may be an

increase, in the number of plates, in the vault, within the proper

limits of a species.

This maguificient species was found by Prof. A. G. Wetherby,

in the Keokuk Group, in Tennessee, and is now in the collection

of Wm. F. E. Gnrley.

AGARICOCRINUS TUODRIDM, U. sp.

Fhiif ITT, Fig. 4, hasal view, Fi(j. 5, snmmit view: Fiij. 6",

azygous view of the same specimen.

Species very large, subpentagonal in outline. Calyx broadly con-

cave centrally and rounding up to the arms and having a fanciful

resemblance to a hut, which suggested the specific name. The

plates of the calyx are concave or flattened, and are in striking

contrast with the tumid plates, in the species last described.

Basals small and entirely hidden by the column. Fij'st primary

radials wider than long, a small part abruptly bent into the

columnar concavity, three hexagonal, two heptagonal. Second

primary radials one-fouth wider than long, quadrangular. Third

primary radials very large, even larger than the first, pentagonal,

axillary and in three of the rays, support on each upper sloping-

side three secondary radials, which gives to each of these three

rays two arms. In each ray adjoining the azygous area, there is

on one superior sloping side of the third primary ladial, three

secondary radials, and, on the other, a single secondary radial,

which is axillary, and supports on each upper side two tertiary

radials, which gives to each of these rays three arms. There are,

therefore, twelve arms in this species. The calyx is more protub-

erant, at the ends of the radials adjoining the azygous area, than
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elsewhere, ))y reason of the increased number of radial plates.

The arms are composed of a double series of short plates, from

the commencement, united by the usual /.igzag suture.

There is s single, long, twelve sided plate, in each regular iuter-

radial area. It rests between the superior sloping sides of the

first primary radials, curves over the summit of the calyx sepa-

rating the primary, secondary and tertiary radials, and unites with

two plates belonging to the vault. There are four plates in the

azygous area. The first one is, in the lower half, in line with the

first primary i-adials, but it is more than twice as long as a pri-

mary radial and curves over the calyx so as to be visible, in a

side view, as shown in figure 6. It is followed by a sliort plate

tiiat unites with two plates belonging to the vault. There is a

plate, on each side of the first and second plate above described,

that rests upon one superior sloping side of a first primary ra-

tlial, is of about the same size as a regular interradial, has nine

sides, and curves over and unites with two plates belonging to

the vault. Each of these plates abuts one side against the primary,

secondary and tertiary plates and the other against the first and

second azygous plates.

The vault is subpyramidal and flattened or slightly concave in

the interradial areas. There is a very large, tumid plate at the

apex of the vault, which is surrounded by si.x large, convex plates

and one narrow elongated plate, in the azygous area. At least,

there is only one plate at the top of the azygous area in the speci-

men being ilescribed, which may be seen in figure '>. There is a

single, very large, tumid plate over the lower part of three of the

ambulacral areas, and two over th(^ lower part of the otiier two
areas. These large plates cover the ambulacral canals, where they

unite, in each radial series. All other plates in the vault are

smaller than those described, but they vary much in size; some
are convex, others flat, and others concave. Those in the inter-

radial areas are not numerous and are generally elongated. The
azygous area is almost wholly taken up with a remarkable bulb-

ous, elliptical prominence that bears the azygous opening. The
plates in this area are rather large, generally, and conform to the

surface elevations and depressions.

This spH^ies is distinguished from all others heretofore described

by the characters of the regular interradials and azygous plates,

by the azygous area and bulbous proarinence and by having twelve

arms. Many other differences might be pointed out, but we deem
these characters amply sufficient. We might begin to compare it

witli Acidriforriiiiis profaniliiK, by saying that the calyx is pro-
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portionall}' higher and the vault proportionally lower and so ou,

but the species are so different from each other that they never,

even in fragments, can be mistaken for each other, and no light

would be thrown upon them by pursuing the comparison. And

so it will be found by comparing it with any other defined species.

Found by Prof. A. G. Wetherby, in the Keokuk Group, in

Brown county, Kentucky, and now in the collection of Wm. ¥. K.

(turley.

AGAniCOCKINUS ARCUL.\, n. sp.

I'I'ilc in, Fi(j. 7, hasal ricw of <i hircje. specimenj Fig. 8, sum-

nilt i-icui of (I small specimen: azijgous view of ihe same.

Species medium size and preserving all the characters ascribed

to it, in numerous specimens. Calyx deep, subconical; outline, sub-

pentagoual. All of the plates of the calyx are flattened or con-

cave, and conform to the outline of the calyx, none of them are

convex.

Basals small, entirely hidden bv tlie column, that is, they form

a little cup which is filled by the column, while the first primary

rudials rest upon the top of the cup. First primary radials rather

longer than wide, a small part abruptly bent into the columnar

concavity, three hexagonal, two heptagoual. Second primary

radials somewhat irregular in outline, quadrangular, and fully as

long as wide. Third primary radials larger than either the first

or second, three hexagonal, two pentagonal, axillary, and support

ou each superior sloping side two secondary radials, which gives

to this species ten arms. The arms are composed of a double

series of short plates, from the commencement, united l>y the

usual zig/.ag suture.

There are three plates in each regular iuterradial area. The

first is an elongated octagonal plate that rests between the supe-

rior sloping sides of the first primary radials and separates the

second and third primary radials and is followed by two narrow

elongated plates that separate, in part, the third primary radials,

aud both secondary radials and unite with two plates belonging to

the vault. There are seven plates, in the azygons area. The first

one is in line with the first primary radials, but somewhat longer

and narrower. It is followed by three plates, that separate the

primary and first secontlary plates, and are of nearly the same

size. The third range consists of three plates, the middle one of

which is the widest, that separate the second secondary radials

and unite with the plates of the vault.
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There is a large tumid plate, at the apex of the vault, which ir

surrounded by six large convex plates and three small plates, at

the top of the azygous area. There is a single large tumid plate

over the lower part of each ambulacral area. These large plates

cover the ambulacral canals, where they unite, in each radial

series. All other plates in the vault are smaller than those de-

scribed, polygonal, vary much in size, some are convex but tliey

are generally Hat. The azygous area is covered with numerous
small plates, is longitudinally convex centrally and his an azygous

opening in the superior part of the central elevation.

This species is distinguished from all others heretofore described

by the number and form of the regular interradials, by the num-
ber and form of the azygous plates and by having ten arms.

Other differences are conspicuous when it is compared with other

ten-armed species.

Found by Prof. A. G. Wetherby, in the Keokuk Group, in Ten-
nessee, 'and now in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley.

CYLICOCRINDS (?) INDIANENSIS, n. Sp.

I'late 1\', Fiij. 20, basal ricw; Fig. 31, azijgous side; Fig. 22,

opposiie view.

There is doubt about the generic reference of this species, but,

notwithstanding the wide variation from the type species, in the

absence of a knowledge of the vault, we have concluded fo to refer

it, rattier than to coin a new generic name. The calyx is broadly

rounded below and slightly constricted toward the fop, thomdi
somewhat semi-elliptical, in outline. Width about one and a half

times the height. Plates convex and more or less nodose. Column
small and round.

Basals three, ecpial, and forming an hexagonal disc having three

re-entering angles and having a width from tliree to four times

the diameter of the column. Each Imsal plate bears two spiiies

that are directed downward around the column, and, upon the

apices of which, the calyx will stand. The first primary radials

are very large, a little wider than high, three hexagonal, two hep-

tagonal. Second primary radials quadrangular and moi'e than

twice as wide as high. Third primary radials about the same
size as the second, pentagonal, axillary and support on each upjier

sloping side the secondary radials. Our specimen preserves only

one secondary radial in each series, but, as it does not show an
ambulacral notch, it is believed there are two and that the second
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one bears the free arms. Evidently there were only ten arms in

this species.

There are three plates in each refi;ular iuterradial atea, one large

plate follosved by two small ones that are bent inward and evi-

dently nnite with the plates of the vault, though none of the

vault is preserved in our specimen. The first plate is larger than

the second and third primary radials together, but only about

two-thirds as large as a first primary radial. The first azygous

plate is in line with the first primary radials, and slightly longer

and narrower. It is followed by three plates in the second range

and four in the third range, beyond which our specimen is not

preserved.

Found in the Niagara Group, at St. Paul, Indiana, and now in

the collection of AVm. F. E. Gurley.

Family PLATYCRINIDiE.

I'LATYCEINUS VASCELLUM, n. Sp.

ridtc 11, Fi(j. Hi, basal view; Fig. 17, azygous side vieir; Fig.

18, summit view of the same specimen.

Species medium size. Calyx broadly rounded below, somewhat

half gl'./bular in form and about twice as wide as high. Surface

covered with nodes. Sutures beveled. Column small.

The basals form a pentagonal disc, having a width equal to

about three times the diameter of the column. The cicatrix for

the attachment of the column slightly concave. The small basal

bears three nodes and the larger basals four or five each, as they

are, in part, broken, as shown in figure 16, it is not clear whether

they had four or five. The calyx \^ill stand on the points of

these nodes. First radials slightly wider than high, expand up-

ward, moderately convex toward the articulating Ecar, three

heptagonal, two he.Nagonal. The articulating scar for the second

radial is a little more than one-third of the width of the plate,

from each side of which the plate slopes to the suture. Each

plate is ornamented with nine nodes arranged as follows: Two

lines of three nodes each radiate from uelow the middle part of

the second radial to the inferior lateral angles of the plate, one

node is in the middle of the lower part of the plate, and there is

one near each of the superior lateral angles of the plate. The

second rmlial is very thin, triangular, directed horizontally, axil-
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lary and supports upon its outer sloping sides the free arms.

There are, therefore, ten arms in this species. The arms are

small and the first plates are directed horizontally.

Interradials large, convex and each one bears a central node.

Vault slightly convex and covered with rather large, polygonal,

convex plates, each one of which bears a central node. The

azygous orifice is submarginal, surrounded by seven plates, the

larger one of which stands nearly upright on the edge of the

azygous interradial.

This species is distinguished by the surface ornamentation, large,

convex, nodose iuter-radials, and position and character of the

azygous orifice, and small, horizontally directed second radials, and

ten arms.

Found by Prof. A. G. Wetherby, in the Keokuk Group, in

Tennessee, and now in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley.

MACROSTYLOCRINUS INDIANENSIS, n. sp.

Plate III., Fig. 33, side vicir.

Calyx semi-elliptical in outline. Sutures beveled. Surface sculp-

tured in longitudinal and transverse lines, depending on the shape

of the plate, but not radiately sculptured from a central point on

any of the plates.

Basals three, one about half the size of either of the others,

and together forming a little cup, that bears a very small cicatrix

at the base for the attachment of a very small column. First

radials large, about as wide as high, three heptagonal and two

hexagonal. Second radials very small, short, quadrangular, about

three times as wide as high. Second and third radials together

about half as large as the first. Third radials about the same

size as the second, pentagonal, axillary, and bearing upon each

upper sloping side a single secondary radial. We have three

specimens belonging to this species and none of them have more

than a single secondary radial and that appears to have supported

an arm, though no part of an arm is preserved on either of the

specimens, neither is any part of the vault. The species evidently

possessed only ten arms.

The first inter-radial is a narrow, elongated plate, resting be-

tween the lateral sides of the first radials and extending as high

—5
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as the third radial. It is presumed that it was followed by two

small plates, but they are not preserved in either of our specimens.

This species is so different from ail the species heretofore

described that even a fragment of it can be distinguished, and no

comparison, therefore, with either of them is necessary.

Found in the Niagara Group, at St. Paul, Indiana, and now in

the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley.

Family RHODOCRINID.E.

ABCHa:OCEINUS KNOXENSIS, n. sp.

Flute III, Fig. 10, basal view; Fig. 11, azijgous view; Fig. 12,

summit view, the matrix covers tlie sutures of some of the plates.

Species rather large. Calyx bowl-shaped, subpentagonal in out-

line, about one-half wider than high. Radial ridges not defined.

Plates highly convex and each one bearing a central node and

some of the largest plates bearing two or three nodes. Sutures

beveled. Surface granular. Columnar cavity rather small and

subpentagonal in outline.

Basals email and hidden by the column. They form a small

cup which is filled with the end of the column, and on the top of

which the subradials rest. Subradials large, longer than wide,

abruptly bent into the columnar cavity and upward between the

under sloping sides of the first radials. The azygous subradial is

octagonal, the others heptagonal, by reason of three plates in the

azygous area touching the subradial, while only two touch it in

the other areas. The summit is not truncated in the regular

areas and only minutely in the azygous urea. The first primary

radials are smaller than the subradials, about as high as wide;

each one is heptagonal. The inferior angle is sunk in a pit

formed by it and the adjacent lateral angles of the subradials.

Second primary radials more than half as large as the first, three

heptagonal and two hexagonal, each one wider than long. Third

prinuiry radials very small, of unequal size, generally about one-

third as large as the second primary radials, one hexagonal, the

others pentagonal, axillary, and support on each upper sloping

side two small secondary radials. There are, therefore, ten arms

in this species and ten ainbulacral openings to the vault. There

are no intersecondary radials.
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In each regular iuterradial area there is a large central plate,

which is surrounded in some areas by seven plates, and, in other

areas, by eight plates, and above these there are three or four

plates that may be said to belong to the calyx, but they graduate

into the plates of the vault without auy distinct line of separation.

In fact, the area is continuous with the vault. The azygous in-

terradius differs from the other areas only in being a little wider

and containing a few more plates. The central plate is some-

what larger than in the other areas and slightly truncates the

subradial, and is surrounded with eight other small plates. On
each superior lateral side of the ring thus formed by the eight

plates, there are four plates, and above these there or three or

four plates that may be said to belong to the calyx, but they

graduate into the plates of the vault without any line of sep-

aration.

The vault is moderately convex over the ambulacral canals and

slightly depressed in the interradial areas. It is covereel with

rather large polygonal plates, each of which bears a central node.

Part of the matrix is on the summit of our specimen so as to

present the delineation of all the plates, as may be seen in the

illustrations. There is a small subcentral proboscis.

This species is distinguished by its interradial areas alone from

all other described species. Indeed, it is quite peculiar in many
respects, and no comparison is necessary with any that has been

described.

Found by Prof. A. G. Wetherby, in the Trenton Group, in Knox
county, Tennessee, and now in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gur-

ley.

GILBERTSOCRINUS GBEENEI, n. Sp.

Plate III, Fig. 13, basal view; Fig. 14, side view: Fig. 15, stim-

mit of the same specimen, port of the vault is hrohni

niray and two j^ieces are chippeil fmtti the Ikisc.

Calyx broadly truncated at the base and summit, subpentagonal

in transverse section, constricted below the arms, height and width

subequal. liadial ridges rounded. Spines on the first radials

directed downward at an angle of forty-five degrees, and base de-

pressed so the calyx will rest on the points of these spines. The

first interradials are also spine-bearing and all other plates slightly

convex. Column round and pierced by a cinque foil canal.
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Basal plates depressed, ancliylosed and form a pentagonal disc

about two and a half times as wide as the diameter of the column.

Subradials a little the largest plates in the calyx, hexagonal, with-

out reference to any division of the basal disc, length and width

nearly the same, almost wholly within the basal concavity, not

visible in a side view. First radials slightly smaller than the sub-

radials, heptagonal, a little wider than long, rest on the outer rim

of the truncated base of the calyx, and each one bears a short

central spine, which, by reason of the position of the plate, is

directed downward at an angle of about forty-five degrees. Second

primary radial smaller than the first, longer than wide, hexagonal,

inferior lateral sides the longest, most convex in the central part.

Third primary radials very little smaller than the second and a

little less convex, length and width subequal, part of them hep-

tagonal, others hexagonal, and support on each superior sloping

side two secondary radials, and in one ray shown in our specimen

there are three secondary radials. The secondary radials are sub-

equal in size and somewhat smaller than the third primary radials.

The last secondary radials bear the cicatrix for the support of the

arms, at the top of which there is an ambulacral orifice. There

are, therefore, ten arms and ten ambulacral openings to the vault

in this species.

There are three intersecondary plates in each area, one fol-

lowed by two, which unite with the plates of the vault, without

any distinct line of separation. These two plates, at their inferior

ends, separate the superior ends of the second secondary radials,

and their superior ends separate the ambulacral orifices, and

interlock with the plates of the vault.

There are only two regular interi-adial areas completely pre-

served in our specimen and each of these contains thirteen plates.

The first plate is a little smaller than a first primary radial, hexig-

onal, rather wider than long, broadly truncates a subradial, bears

a short central spine, and is followed by three plates in the sec-

ond range. There are also three plates in the third range and

above these there are three ranges of two plates each, the last

two of which are surmounted with two plates belonging to the

under side of the so-called pseudo-brachial appendages.

The vault is nearly flat, gently convex over the ambulacral

areas and slightly depressed, in the interradial areas, until the

depression is cut short by the so-called pseudo-ambulacral append-
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ages. The vault is covered with small polygonal plates. The

azygous opening is not preserved in our specimen. The words

"pseudo-ambulacral appendages" are quite errDueous, when applied

to this species or to the genus to which it properly belongs. If

we now turn our attention to the vault, which is well shown in

the illustration, we see the ambulacral areas, the ambulacral

openings, and the plates in the intersecondary areas connecting

with the vault, as the same parts may be seen in other genera.

The depressions in the interradial areas are the same. In other

genera we have two orifices and sometimes four, six, or eight

penetrating the vault between the arms, which have been sup-

posed by some to be ovarian apertures, and this view is supported

by the established fact from numerous observations, that they are

escurrent orifices. They are the same in the species under con-

sideration, the difiPerence being, that in this species, small plates

covering these "ovarian apertures" are continued so as to cut off

the interradial depressions, and present the ends of the canals

upon the outer edge or beyond the outer edge of the plates of the

calyx, while in other genera and species the "ovarian apertures"

are confined to the plates of the vault, and open gutters lead

from them across the plates to the outer margin of the plates of

the calyx. The structure of these orifices we have fully defined

in vaiious species of Dolaiocriniis and Baiocrinus, and very

clearly they are not "pseudo-ambulacral appendages" in those gen-

era, and for the same reason, we think, they are not in the spe-

cies before us.

This species is congeneric with the species first described by

Hall as Tremafocrinus spinigerus and subsequently referred by

him to Gilberlsocrinus, and later referred to Gilberlsocrinus by

Whitfield. It is not a Goniasteroidocrinus, and if belonging to

any defined genus, it is to Gilbertsocrmus. We have no speci-

mens belonging to the type of Gilberisocrinus for comparison,

and the definitions and illustrations by English authors are very

obscure and unsatisfactory. It is very plain, however, that Gil-

berisocrinus and Goniasieroidocritiiis are distinct genera, and

that our species is nearer Gilbertsocrinus than Goninsteroidocri-

nus. It is quite probable that Gilbertsocrinus is confined to the

Bubcarbouiferous rocks of Europe, and is not an American genus,

and that Gilbcrisocritnis spinigerus and the two species described

in this Bulletin belong to an undefined Devonian genus. We are
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not willing, however, to propose a new generic name until some

author shall properly define Gilherisocriniis or until we may have

an opportunity to examine a specimen belonging to the type

species in order to be assurfd that two genera are, in fact, in-

cluded under one name. We use the name Gilherisocriniis, there-

fore, provisionally.

This species, when compared with G. spinigerus, differs, in hav-

ing two plates in the second intersecondary range instead of one,

in having two plates in each of the three superior ranges in the

regular interradial areas instead of only one in part of them, in

the form of the third primary radials, in having a spine on the

first interradial plate, and in other peculiarities that distinguish

species.

Found in the Hamilton Group near Charleston, Indiana, and

now in the collection of Win. F. E. Gurley. The specific name is

in honor of its discoverer, Prof. G. K. Greene, the well known

collector at New Albany, Indiana.

GILBEKTSOCEINUS INDIANENSIS, n. Sp.

Plale III, Fig. 16, basal vieuc of a specimen preserving some com-

jileie spines: Fig. 17, basal view of another specimen; Figs. 18

and 19, lateral views of same; Fig. 20, basal view of a

small specimen probably belonging to the same

species; Fig. 21, summit view of same;

Fig. 22, lateral view of the same

specimen with inter-

radial plates an-

chylosed.

Calyx truncated at the base and summit, subpentagocal, in

transverse section, broadly constricted below the arms, height and

width subequal. Radial ridges angular. Very long spines on the

first and second radials and also en the first interradials. Basal

cavity broad and deep. Column round and pierced by a cinque-

foil oanal. When compared with G ilbertsocrinus greened, in the

above particulars, it will be found to have more angular radial

ridges, longer spines, deeper basal concavity, and spines on the

second radials that do not exist in that species. In the latter re-

spect it agrees with Gilbertsocrinus spinigerus, but not in the other

respects.
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Basal plates very much depressed, anchylosed, and form a pen-

tagonal disc, less than twice as wide as the diameter of the col-

iimn. Subradials, the largest plates in the calyx, hexagonal, longer

than wide, almost wholly within the basal coQcavity, and not vis-

ible in a side view. First radials rather smaller than the subradials,

heptagonal, about as wide as long, rest on the outer rim of the

truncated base of the calyx, and each one bears a long, slender,

central spine, which, by reason of the position of the plate, is

directed downward, at an angle of from thirty to forty- five degrees,

and on the points of which the calyx may be made to stand.

Second primary radials smaller than the first, longer than widef

hexagonal, inferior lateral the longest and each one bears a long

central spine directed horizontally. Third primary radials less

than half the size of the second, and longer than wide. This is as

far as the plates are preserved in the two larger specimens, which

we have illustrated, and that far they seem to agree with the

smaller specimen. The interradial areas to this height appear to

agree substantially with (7. (jrccnci. Two of the interradial areas

are lilie the one represented in Figure 18 and three of them are

like the one represented in Figure 19. From this point to the

summit we will look at the small specimen and note how it differs

from G. greenei. The plates in the intersecondary aud interradial

areas are anchylosed, but the intersecondary areas are pioportion-

ally longer and the interradial areas shorter, and hence, it would

appear, that there are more plates in the intersecondary areas in

tbis species than in G. greoiei, but this is estimating on space,

and if we could see the plates, their size might govern instead of

space.

The vault, however, is (^uite different in this sjaecies from what

it is in (f. (jreeiiei. The vault is covered, in this species, by

minute, almost granular convex plates, which gives it quite a dif-

ferent aspect. Although the specimen is much smaller, the plates

are at least fifty per cent, more numerous, in this species than in

that. The interradial areas are much more depressed .and the

ovarian canals (if it be proper to call them by that name) project

much farther beyond the margin of the calyx, in this species than

they do in G. (jreenei, and they are proportionally larger, and

occupy more space between the ambulacral openings. The vault

of our specimen preserves part of the a/.ygous apertures which
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is located on an ovate elevation. The vault of this species is alto-

gether different from that in Gilbertsocrinus spinic/erns so that no

comparison with it is necessary.

Found iu the Hamilton group, at Charleston, Indiana, and now

in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley.

Family TAXOCRINID.E.

ONYCHOCKINUS TULiSKIENSIS, n. sp.

Plate IV, Firj. 1, view apposite the azycjous side, with four und
one-third inches of the collimn : Fig. 2, azygons side of the

same sj^ecimen untliout ihe column, the specimen
is compressed antero-posieriorly which

makes the head appear too wide.

Species large and robust. Calyx very low, saucer-shaped. Plates

finely granular. Sutures distinct. Column very large and within

sixth-tenths of an inch of the calyx, tapering and composed of very

thin plates, but below that composed of thick plates, some thicker

than others and projecting beyond them, but not regularly alter-

nating at all times, though becoming more regular iu this respect

an inch or two below the calyx. It is somewhat elliptical and

pierced by a long-rayed stellate canal.

Basals covered by the column. Subradials very short and supe-

rior angles obtuse. Primary radials four in each ray and diffeiiug

but little in size, the first and fourth are the longer and subequal.

Each one is wider than high and the third one is nearly twice as

wide as high. The sutures are transverse. The fourth plate iu

each ray is axillary and supports the second series of radials, the

plates of which are very long, (juite as long as those in the first

series, excepting the first and fouith. In one of the rays of our

specimen, seven of the plates are preserved as shown in figure 1,

and a small armlet is thrown off from the fifth plate.

One iuterradial is preserved in three of the area?, and there

may not have been any more, except in the azygous area, where

th(u-e were evidently several small {jlales, in addition to the one

preserved.

There is no described species for which this one might be mis-

taken and hence there is no necessity for drawing comparisons.

Found by Prof. A. (i. Wetherby in the Kaskaskia Group, in

Pulaski county, Kentucky, and now in the collection of Wm. F.

E. Gurley.
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TAXOCRINUS WETHERBYI, U. Sp.

Plate IV, Fig. o', basal view, azyr/ous side down; Fig. 4, view

opposite the azygous side; Fig. 5, summit vieio of

same specimen, having the ends of the

arms obscured by ilie matrix.

This species is founded upon two specimens presenting the same
general characters, shown by the illustrations, and while the first

impression may be, that they are compressed longitudinally, yet a

close examination does not reveal any displaced plates, and the

rugular infolding of the arms leads to the conclusion, that they

are very little, if any, out of their normal condition. That being

true, the calyx is very short and broadly expanded. The radial

ridges are rounded and the interradial areas flattened or depress-

ed, giving a pentagonal outline to the calyx as seen from below,

but a rounded outline when the infolded arms are seen from above.

The surface of the plates is finely granular and the sutures are

distinct.

Basals covered by the column. Subradials very short and su-

perior angles obtuse. Primary radials four, in each ray, broadly

rounded and differing very little in size. The sutures are trans-

verse without any overlapping. The fourth plate in each ray is

axillary and supports upon each superior sloping side two second-

ary radials. The secondary radials are only a little smaller than

the primary. The second secondai-y radials are axillary and the

proximal sides, in each radial series, support two tertiary radials,

the last of which are axdlary and support a quaternary series of

plates above which rays again divide, the distal sides support four

tertiary radials the last of which are axillary and above which the

radial rays again divide. The above method of division is with-

out variation, in the specimen, illustrated, except in one iastance,

where a third tertiary radial is axillary instead of the second

plate. In the other specimen there are more bifurcations on the

third tertiary radial in the distal series than there are on the

fourth. If there are any more divisions than those mentioned,

they are covered by the matrix. By the divisions above men-

tioned there are fourteen arms to each ray or seventy arms in the

species, and the differences in the rays commence in the tertiary

radials, above which, radial differences are not of specific impor-

tance.

—6
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The plates, in the regular iaterradial areas, are of almost uni-

form size. In the best pi'eservod areas there is one plate in the

first range, two in the second, three in the third and four in the

fourth, but in cue of the areas there are only three plates, in the

fourth range. The fourth range curves in toward the vault and

it would seem, therefore, to be the last range properly belonging

to the calyx. There is one plate in each intersecondary radial

area, which will necessarily give the vault a pentagonal outline,

notwithstanding its rounded appearance when we look at the in-

folded arms. The only plates preserved in the azygous area be-

long to the small column of hexagonal plates on one side of the

area. An examination of the primary radial plates and appear-

ance of the specimens lead to the conclusion that this area is de-

pressed and quite different from the other areas in all respects.

This species is so different from all others that no comparison

with any of them is necessary to distinguish it, beside it is the

first time a species belonging to this genus has been described

from rocks of the age of the Kaskaskia Group.

Found by Prof. A. G. Wetherby, in whose honor we have

named the species, ia the Kaskaskia Group, in Pulaski county,

Kentucky, and now in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley.

EMPEROCRINUS, D. gen.

[Ety. emperos, deformed; krinon, lily.]

This genus is proposed to receive species that have three

basals, five subradials and regular interradials, but do not belong

to any of the described genera in the family Taxocrinidcv. Basals

three, of unequal size. Subradials five, three heptagonal, two

hexagonal. Primary radials two in each ray. Regular interra-

dials one or more in each area. Azygous plates two or more.

The radial system is altogether different from that belonging to

any other genus, in the family Taxocrinidsie, but the whole struct-

ure is fundamentally different, in all other respects, from all

other families of crinoids and hence the genus is placed here, at

least, provisionally. Type Empcrocrinus indianensis.
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EMPEROCRINUS INDIANENSIS, 11. Sp.

Plate IV, Fig. Id, basal view; Fig. 17, azygous side view of the same

specimen, ihc plates on the vault are covered with the matrix.

Calyx very low, saucer-shaped, truncated at the base or flat-

tened over the basal and subradial area, subiDentagonal in outline.

Plates smooth or granular. Column round. Columnar canal

cinque foil.

Basals consist ot" two plates of equal size and one much
smaller; together they form a flat pentagonal disc, which is al-

most covered by the end of the column. Subradials are of about

equal size, nearly as long as wide, three heptagonal, two hexag-

onal. First primary radials larger than the subradials, pentag-

onal, having two inferior sloping sides that rest between the

sloping sides of the subradials, abutting laterally upon the inter-

radials and being truncated entirely across the superior end.

Second primary radials of almost exactly the same size as the

first, but a little wider and tui-n the sloping sides in the opposite

direction, pentagonal, axillary, and support on the superior slop-

ing sides two secondary radials. This gives to the species ten

arms and ten ambulacral openings to the vault. The arms are di-

rected almost horizontally, but no part of them is preserved in

our specimen.

There are three regular interradials in each area. The first one

truncates a subradial and separates the first and second primary

radials. It is followed by two plates that separate the first sec-

ondary radials and curve over and unite with the jjlates of the

vault. The azygous area is wider than the regular areas and con-

tains four plates. The first one is larger than a first regular in-

terradial, truncates a subradial and separates the first and second

primary radials. It is followed by three plates in the second

range that unite with the plates of the vault.

The vault in our specimen is covered with the lime stone

matrix, so that the plates cannot be distinguished.

Found in the Niagara Group at St. Paul, Indiana, and now in

the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley.
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Family PTEROTOCRINID.E.

PTEKOTOCRINUS WETHEBBYI, n. sp.

Plate TV, Fig. 6, azycjous side of an almost perfect specimen

except the inferbrachial plates are broken off; Fig. 7,

basal view of another specimen, azygous side down,

and having tlie inierbrachials broken: Fig. 8,

summit view of the same shotving the small

plates at the apex of the vault; Fig.

9, view of anoilier specimen ivith

the arms broken off so as to

show tlie furrowed vault

and sides of interbra-

cliials that are some-

ivhat broken.

Species medium size. Calyx low, saucer-shaped, between two

and three times as wide as high, broadly constricted in the re-

gion of the primary radials. Surface finely granular. Column

small, round, deeply inserted and having a very minute central

canal.

Basals two, each pentagonal, by reason of being slightly trun-

cated, at one angle, by the azygous plate, and together, forming a

low, subpentagonal cup, notched at one angle, by the azygous

plate, and having a deep central depression for the insertion of

the column, which has a diameter equal to about one-fourth the

width of the basal pentagon. The columnar cavity is funnel-

shaped and has a rather sharp or angular rim. First primary

radials of unequal size and by reason of the truncation of two of

them by the azygous plate vciy unlike in outline. They are from

three to four times as wide as long, three heptagonal and two

hexagonal. Second primary radials small triangular plates resting

on the middle part of the straight upper face of the first radials

and each occupying from one-fourth to one-fifth of the width of

the superior face of a first radial and supporting on each sloping

lateral side part of a first secondary radial. There is only a sin-

gle secondary radial in each series and it is more than twice as

wide as high, irregularly pentagonal, and rests its part upon the

first primary radial but rarely if ever extends to the superior lat-

eral angle of it, and bears upon the superior side a tertiary series
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and upon tlie superior lateral side part of another tertiary

series of plates. Prof. Meek called the tertiary radials in this genus

brachials, but we prefer to call them the tertiary radials, because

they rest, in i)art, upon the iirst primary radials as well as upon

the secondary radials and constitute part of the calyx. In some

rays there are tlh'ee tertiary radials entei'ing into and forming part

of the calyx and in other rays there are four, and these are fol-

lowed by the free arms. In the series resting in part on the first

primary radials there are usually four tertiary radials, and in the

series resting upon the secondary radials there are three tertiary

radials. The first four or five plates of the free arms are very

short and transverse and above these the arms are composed of a

double series of interlocking plates. Each plate bears a small

pinnule. The arms gradually tajjer and are depressed, convex or

somewhat flattened externally. There are twenty arms, four be-

tween interradials, and they infold at the top leaving the apex of

the vault uncovered and the interradials extended above them.

The azygous plate is quadrangular, the shorter and lower lateral

sides rest in a notch at the angle of the pentagon formed by the

basal plates, while the longer convex sides truncate the inferior

lateral angles of the two first primary radials. The interradials,

or interbrachials, as they are usually called, consist of five plates

which divide the arras into clusters of four each. They are leaf-

like expansions, each of which rests in a broad, deep, angular fur-

row in the vault, and projects half its width beyond and above

the arms, where it is thin and knife-like. The thicker part of

each plate is within the outer margin of the infolded arms, and

the shape of the furrow into which the interradial is inserted may
be seen in figure 9, though a small piece of the interradial is

remaining in the lower part of the furrow.

The vault is pyramidal and fluted or furrowed and covered with

large plates. In the lower part of the vault the plates are sharply

angular in the middle part and separated by a suture in the bot-

tom of the furrows, but higher up there are two angular lidges

on a plate, separated by a flattened space, at the bottom of the

furrow, without a suture. This arrangement breaks the continua-

tion of the sutures and of course strengthens the vault. The apex

of the vault is small and covered with quite small plates. A
Platyceras or other Gastropod could not attach to this summit on
account of the projecting knife-like edges of the interradials.
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This species is so different from all others that no comparison

witli any of tlifMu is necessary to (listiu<:;uisli it.

Found by Prof. A. G. Wetherby, in whoso honor we have pro-

posed the specific nam?, in the Kaskaskia Group, in Pulaski

county, Kentucky, and now in the collection of \Vm. F. E. Gur-

ley.

Family POTERIOCRINIDiE.

POTEBIOCRINUS VAGULUS, n. sp.

PUde 4, Fly. 10, (izijgous side on ihe Jcfl; Fi;/. J], opposiie view

of stinic specimen.

Species medium size, robust, arms coarse, calyx obconoidal,

truncated below, about as long as wide; sutures distinct; surface

granular. Column large, tapering from the calyx, and composed

of moderately thick plates. Columnar canal small.

Basals rather large, longer than wide and forming an obpyra-

midal cup. Superior angles obtuse. Sul)radia]s rather longer

than wide, four hexagonal, one heptagonal. First radials wider

than long and truncated the entire width al)ove. Second radials

shorter than the first and truncated tlie entire width above, at

which point the five arms seem to have become free without the

usual gaping sutures or other special {)rovigious for a free move-

ment. Above the second radials the arms continue without any

apparent decrease in diameter to the first and probably the only

bifurcation. This takes place on the eighth plate in the arm on

the left of the azygous area, on the sixth plate in one of the lateral

arms and in the arm opposite the azygous area the eighth plate is

cuneiform, not axillary, and beyond this it is not preserved in our

specimen. The other two arms are not preserved in our specimen

as high as the place of bifurcation. Probably, the arm opposite

the azygous area remains single and the two arms not preserved

divide as in the first two above described. Two of the arms are

preserved as high as the twelfth plate above the first bifurcation

without any evidence of another division. It, therefore, appears

that only four aims divide and tliat this species possesses five

arms in the lower part and nine in tiie upper part. The arms

are composed of thort, cuneiform plates, and are round externally,

showing three-fourths of the circumferance, which necessarily

leaves the arm furrows very narrow.
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The first azygous plate is large, longer than wide, hexagonal,

truncates a subradial, and extends as high as the second radial.

Beyond this neither the azygous area or the proboscis is pre-

served, iu our specimen, but there are numerous scattering plates

belonging to tlie proboscis which are transversely serrated.

This species is so different from all otiiers that have been

described that no comparison is necessary with auy of them to

distinguish it.

Found by Prof. A. G. Wetherby, in the Kaskaskia Group, in

Pulaski county, Kentucky, and now in the collection of Wm. F. E.

(xurley.

ZEACRINCS PULASKIENSIS, U. Sp.

PUiic 4, Fi(j. 12, azy<joris side; Fiy. 13, cpposiie view.

Species below medium size, subcylindrical, constricted above the

calyx, truncated below and slowly tapering at the superior end.

Calyx very low, broadly truncated and depressed below. Surface

smooth or finely granular. Column very small and round.

Basals deeply sunken so as to be hidden by the column. Sub-
radials longer than wide, and curve into the basal concavity and
upward at about the middle part, which is gently rounded, so as

to show the superior ends in a side view. First radials about

one and a half times as wide as high, pentagonal, truncated the

entire width above, and separatetl from the second plates, which
belong to the free arms by a gaping suture. Second plates or

first arm plates longer than the first radials, nearly as high as

wide, constricted iu the middle part, and truncated the entire

width above in a line more or less inclined for the support of the

second arm plate, which is short and cuneiform. There are, there-

fore, only five arms in this species. The arms are robust, sub-

fusiform and composed of a single series of short, cuneiform
plates. The pinnules are short and strong.

The first azygous plate is much smaller than the second, and is

embraced between a subradial and the first radial on the right

without extending to the second subradial as is usual in this

genus. The second azygous plate is longer than wide, truncates

a subradial and curves in toward the vault so as to extend very

slightly beyond the single first radial on the left. The third

azygous plate rests upon the first and curves in upon the vault

at the top of the first radial. The fourth azygous plate truncates
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the second. What appears to be part of the top of the proboscis

may be seen at the summit of our specimen, but it is too im-

perfect for description.

This small species is peculiar and so different from all hereto-

fore described that the five arms aloue will always identify it.

Found by Prof. A. G. Wetherby in the Kaskaskia Group, in

Pulaski county, Kentucky, and now in the collection of Wm. F.

E. Gurley.

ZEACBINUS DURABILIS, n. sp.

Plate 4, Fig. 14, azijgous side; Fig. 15, opposite view.

This species is founded upon two specimens, in about an equal

state of preservation, but the one illustrated is one-half larger

than the other. The species is small and short, subovate in out-

line, being truncated at the base, sub fusiform in the middle, and

tapering toward the summit.

Calyx very low, rounded and depressed below. Plates conve.x;

sutures distinct. Surface granular. Column small and round.

Basals sunken so as to be hidden by the column. - Subradials

longer than wide but hardly visible in a side view. First radials

about one aui a half times as wide as high, pentagonal, truncated

the entire width above, aud separated from the second radials by

a gaping suture. Second radials longer and larger than the first,

about one-half wider than high, rounded externally, pentagonal,

and support upon each superior sloping side the secondary radials

or free arms. In each rfty adjoining the azygous area, there is a

single, long, secondary plate, on the distal side of tlie second

primary plate, that i^ axillary and supports an arm upon each

superior side, while an arm arises directly from the proximal side

of each second primary radial. This arrangement gives to each

of these rays three arms. The lateral rays are constructed in the

same way and each bears thi'ee arms. In the ray opposite the

azygous area there are only two arms which are supported on

the upper sloping sides of the second primary radial. The

species, therefore, has fourteen arms. The arms are short, small,

regularly taper, aud are composed of small cuneiform plates. The

pinnules are short.

The first azygous plate is narrow, elongated, pentagonal, rests

between two subradials aud the first radial on the right, and abuts

upon the second aud third interradials. The second azygous plate
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is larger than the first, hexagonal, truncates a subradial, and ad-

joins the first radial and part of the second radial on the left, and

the first and third azygous plates on the right, and is truncated

,

by the fourth azygous plate. The third azygous plate is shorter

than the second, hexagonal, truncates the first azygous plate, and

adjoins the first and second radials on the right, and the second

and third azygous plates on the left, and supports the fifth

azygous plate. The fourth azygous plate extends slightly above

the second radial on the left, and the fifth azygous plate some-

what more above the second radial on the right, and the alternate

arrangement of the plates continues until the area is lost in the

proboscis.

This species is distinguished by its short ovate form and by
having fourteen arms as well as by less important characters.

Found by Prof. A. G. Wetherby, in the Kaskaskia Group in

Pulaski County, Kentucky, and now in the collection of Wm. F.

E. Gurley.

BARYCRINUS WASHINGTONENSIS, n. sp.

Plate IV, Fig. 18, azygous side, there is one too inanij brachials
in the ray on the left; Fig. 19, opposite view.

Species robust, medium size. Calyx higher upon the azygous

side than upon the other, somewhat bowl-shaped, one-half wider

than high on the azygous side, and nearly twice as wide as high

on the opposite side. Plates thick, very tumid in the central part,

and having a broadly rounded ridge extending to each adjoining

plate, thus giving the calyx a radiately sculptured aspect without

depressions at the angles of the plates.

Basal plates form a pentagonal disc nearly one-half wider than

the diameter of the column, and show the radiating surface ridges

even on the narrow area surrounding the column. Subradials

large, somewhat unequal in size, about as wide as high, four hex-

agonal, one heptagonal. First radials of unequal size, much wider

than high. Facets for the reception of the second radials con-

cave, directed somewhat outward and not extending quite to the

superior lateral angles. Second radials very thin and rounded

externally. Third radials a little longer than the second, axillary,

and support upon each upper sloping side strong arms. The sec-

ond and third radials above described are usually called brachials.

The ray on the left of figure 13 there shows thres brachials, but

—7
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the artist mistook a slight displacement filled with stone for a

plate, and there should have been only two brachials in the figure.

There are, therefore, ten arms in this species, two from each ray.

They are composed of long, rounded cuneiform plates that bear

numerous armlets. In the lower part of the arms every third

plate bears an armlet, but higher up every second or alternate

plate bears an armlet. The armlets are composed of short plates

and look like small arms.

First azygous plate is quadrangular, broadly truncated, a sub-

radial separates two first radials and rapidly expands to the sum-

mit of the calyx. The other azygous plates, vault aud proboscis

are not preserved in our specimen.

This species is readily distinguished from B. forrnosus by the

surface ornamentation aud absence of pits at the angles of the

plates, as well as by comparison of the specific details. It is

still farther removed from Banjcrinus blairi and Barycrinus

bocmvillensis, and need not be compared with any other described

species, as there is none for which it might be mistaken.

Found in the Keokuk Group in Washington County, Indiana,

and now in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley.

Family DOLATOCRINID.E.

DOLATOCRINUS COBPOEOSUS, D. sp.

Plaie V, Fig. 1, basal view: Fig. 2, snmmif vieu; ihe sutures

between the plates being too obscure to illustrate; Fig. 3,

azygous side of the same specimen.

Species large. Calyx subhemispheroidal, broadly truncated, at the

base, and constricted below the arm bases. Eadial ridges mere

rounded elevations across the plates which are interrupted by cen-

tral nodes. Surface ornamented with numerous radiating ridges

that do not coalesce in the centers of the plates. Column large,

round and having a remarkably large, cinque-foil canal.

Basal plates hidden by the column and a rounded rim that sur-

rounds it, on the basals and at the commencement of the first

primary radials. First primary radials wider than long and of

unequal size, two of them, on the azygous side, being larger than

the others, as shown in the upper part of figure 1. Second primary

radials large, about one-half wider than long, quadrangular, sides
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nearly parallel. Third primary radials rather longer and wider

than the second, pentagonal, axillary and bear npon each supe-

rior sloping side a single secondary radial. The secondary radials

are of unequal size, part heptagonal and part hexagonal, and bear

upon each superior sloping side four tertiary radials. The first

tertiary radials are moderately large, the others are quite short.

There are, therefore, twenty arms and twenty ambulacral openings

to the vault in this species. There are no intersecondary or inter-

tertiary plates.

The first interradials are very large plates and have nine sides.

They are followed in the second range, by a single plate, which

is about half or less than half the size of the first. In some of

the areas, there are two plates and in others three plates, in the

third range, that connect with the plates of the vault. The azy-

gous area is wider than either of the regular areas and the first

plate is the largest in the calyx and has eleven sides. The addi-

tional sides are produced by abutting against the first tertiary rad-

ials, which the first plate in the regular areas does not reach. It

is followed in the second range by a single plate larger than the

second plate in the regular areas. There are three plates in the

third range that unite with the plates of the vault.

The vault is moderately convex over the ambulacral areas and

depi-essed in the interradial areas, most depressed in the azygous

area. Most of the sutures between the plates of the vault are

destroyed, in our specimen, but where the plates can be distin-

guished, they are large. The proboscis seems to be complete, in

our specimen, and, as may be seen in the illustrations, the plates

are merely elevated around a subcentral azygous opening. There

is a minute orifice on each side of each arm base, which we sup-

pose repi'esent the ovarian apertures, but they are so small for so

large a specimen that we suppose the silicification has partly

closed them. They are not down in the interradial areas, as in

other species, but are differently located.

The general form, surface ornamentation, interradial and azy-

gous areas and twenty arras will readily distinguish this species

from all others that have been described. It is a marked and

beautiful species.

Found in the Hamilton Group, at Charlestown, Indiana, and

now in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley.
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DOLATOCRINUS HAMMELLI, 11. sp.

Plate V, Fir/. 4, basal view, the rim nroiind the cavitij is a little

out of shape i)i the specimen, and is subpentagonal in-

stead of hexacjonal; Fig. 5, side vieio; Fig. 6,

stimmit view of the same specimen.

Species medium size. The specimen illustrated is the smallest

of six before us, but the largest is not moi-e than one-fourth more

in diameter. Calyx low, basin-shaped, specially expanded at the

arms, from three and a half to four and a half times as wide as

high, deeply and broadly concave below, the depression extending

to the third radials. Columnar pit funnel-shaped, and bounded

externally by a pentagonal, raised ridge running from a tubercle

in the middle of the superior part of each first radial plate to the

next adjoining. Eadial ridges merely sharp elevations crossing

the plates and interrupted by shai'p nodes at the center of each

plate. Surface radiately sculptui-ed. Column round, inserted into

the cup formed by the basal plates, and having a cinque. Foil

columnar canal.

Basal plates form a round cup so deeply inserted in the calyx

that it rises, in some specimens, higher than the calyx, and ends

in the cavity of the vault. The mouth of the cup is one-third

wider than the diameter of the column. First primary radials as

wide as high, smooth below the pentagonal rim and tubercles

from which the radial ridges arise, slightly sculptured above.

Second primary redials twice as wide as high, slightly expanding

above and quadrangular. Third primary radials expanding up-

ward to the lateral angles, longer than the second, pentagonal,

and supporting, in one ray upon each upper sloping side, a single

secondary radial, which is axillary, and supports upon each upper

sloping side two tertiary radials, which gives to this ray four

arms. In each of the other four rays the third primary radial

bears upon one upper sloping side three secondary radials, and

upon the other a single secondary radial, which is axillary and

bears upon each upper sloping side two tertiary radials, which

gives to each of these rays three arms. There are, therefore, six-

teen arms and sixteen ambulacral openings to the vault in this

species.

The fir t regular interradials are elongated, nine-sided plates,

peculiarly sculptured, by having one deep longitudinal furrow in

the upper part. They are followed in the second range by a sin-
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with the plates of the vault. The azygons area is a little larger

than a regular interradial area ami the plates are larger, other-

wise it appears to be the same.

The vault is convqx, most tumid on the azygous side, and bears

a subcentral proboscis. The plates are large and most elongated

in the interradial areas. The proboscis is evidently nearly com-

plete in the specimen illustrated. It may have had another small

row of plates at the top surrounding the azygous orifice. There

are two elongated "ovarian apertures" with furrows prolonged

across the top of the calyx in each interradial area, and two sep-

arating the arms in each of the five rays, which gives to this

species twenty of these apertures. They are large and in striking

contrast with the small ones in Dolafocrinus corporosus, shown

in figure 2.

This species is distinguished by its general form, surface orna-

mentation and sixteen arms.

Found in the Hamilton Group at Charlestown, Indiana, and now
in the collection of J. F. Hammell at Madison, Indiana, in whose

honor we have proposed the specific name, and it is also in the

collection of Wm. F. E. Gurlej'.

DOLATOCRINUS VASCULUM, U. Sp.

Plate V, Fifj. 7, bcisal view; Fig. 8, summit view, part of the

vault brolcen away and sliowimj the columnar canal

at the end of the basal plates; Fi;/. 0,

azygous side view.

Species large. Calyx broadly truncated and concave below, the

concavity embracing the first primary radials, and subcylindrical

above. \11 the plates are ventricose or subspinous and finely fur-

rowed, radiately toward the margins. The surface ornamentation

resembles that on DoJaiocrinus amplus, but is more delicate, and
the nodes more pointed.

Basals deeply sunken in the concavity and forming a pentag-

onal rim nearly twice as wide as the diameter of the column.

First primary radials wider than long and each having a trans-

verse obtuse node on the superior third. The two on the azygous

side are the larger. Second primary radials quadrangular, about

twice as wide as high and each bearing a transverse central node.
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Third primary radials expand to the superior lateral angles, lon-

ger than the second, wider than high, pentagonal, axillarj^ and

bear upon each siiperior sloping side in three of the rays a sin-

gle secondary radial, which is axillary and bears upon each upper

sloping side four tertiary radials. This gives to each of these rays

four arms. In the two rays opposite the azygous area on one of

the superior sides of each of the third primary radials there are

four secondary radials, and on the other a single secondary radial,

which is axillary and bears upon each upper sloping side four

tertiary radials, which gives to each of these two rays three arms.

There are, therefore, eighteen arms in this species and eighteen

ambulacral openings to the vault.

The first interradial is very large, lias nine sides and is broadly

truncated for the second interradial. The second interradial is

less than half as large as the first. In three of the areas it is

followed by two plates in the third range and one in the fourth,

and in one of the areas, by a single plate in the third range and

two in the fourth. The azygous area is a little larger than the

others, has one plate in the first range, one in the second, three

in the third and two in the fourth.

The vault is convex and moderately depressed in the interradial

areas. The sutures are not shown in our specimen, and part of

the vault is not preserved. There are two "ovarian apertures" be-

tween each of the arms which gives to the species thirty-six of

these orifices. Those in the interradial areas are evidently larger

than the others.

This species is distinguished by its surface ornamentation, in-

terradial and azygous plates, and by having eighteen arms. These

characters will readily separate it from all others that have been

described.

Found in the Hamilton Group, at Charlestowu, Indiana, and

now in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley.

DOLATOC'RINUS EXOUNATDS, n. sp.

Plate V, Fig. 10, basnl view: Fig. 11, aziigous side on the left;

Fig- 12, summit viexo.

Species below medium size. Calyx truncated below and expand-

ing to the arm, giving it a bowl shape. Kadial ridges rounded

and composed almost wholly of elongated nodes in tlie central

part of the plates. The surface of the plates is radiately sculp-



tured iu fascicles of fine lines from the central nodes, which

makes the ornamentation complicated and beautiful. Column
large, round, and has a large cinque-foil canal.

Basals form a tlat, peutaj^onal disc only a little larger than the

diameter of the column. First primary radials wider than long,

and the calyx will rest upon the central nodes. Second primary

radials about one-half wider than long, quadrangular. Third

primary radials, expand to the superior lateral angles, a little wider

than long, pentagonal, axillary, and bear upon each superior slop-

ing side, in four of the rays a single secondary radial, which is

axillary and bears upon each upper sloping side two tertiary

radials, which gives to each of these rays four arms. In one of

the lateral rays, one of the superior sides of the third primary

radial bears three secondary radials, and the other a single second-

ary radial, which is axillary and bears upon each upper sloping

side two tertiary radials which gives to this ray three arms.

There are, therefore, nineteen arms iu this species and nineteen

ambulacral openings to the vault.

The first iuterradials are the largest plates in the calyx and

are followed by a single plate except in the azygous area where

there are two.

The vault is convex over the ambulacral areas and sharply de-

pressed in the interradial areas, and bears a subcentral azygous

opening but slightly elevated above the central part of the vault.

Only a few of the sutures could be distinguished, and they are

shown, in the illustration in the azygous interradial depression.

This is a very beautiful species and will be readily recognized

by its general form, surface ornamentation and nineteen arms.

Found in the Hamilton Group, in Charlestown, Indiana, and
from the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley.

DOLATOCRINUS PULCHELLUS, U. Sp.

Plate 5, Fig. 13, basal view; Fig. 14, side view; Fig. 15, summit
view.

Species below medium size. Calyx bowl-shaped, slightly con-

tracted below the arms, truncated below and having a funnel-

shaped basal concavity. Radial ridges small, sharply angular.
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Each plate bears a long central node or spine, from the base of

which, small lines radiate to the adjacent plates. Column small,

roaud, and inserted in the cup formed by the basal plates.

Basal plates form the lower part of the funnel-shaped basal

concavity, and at the top have a diameter one-half greater than

the diameter of the column. First primary radials wider than

long, and bear a ridge extending from the superior middle part of

one to the superior middle part of the adjacent ones so as to form

a pentagonal rim to the funnel-shaped basal concavity and on

which the calyx will rest. The radial ridges arise from the angles

of this pentagon. Second primary radials a little wider than high,

quadrangular, sides parallel. Third primary radials about the

same size as the second, pentagonal, axillary and support on each

upper sloping side two tertiary radials. This gives to the species

ten arms, which are composed of a single series of plates.

The first interradials are the largest plates in the body. They

are followed by a single plate in each area; about one-third as

large as the first, which unites with two plates belonging to the

vault. In the azygous interradius the second plate unites with

three plates belonging to the vault, which is the only difference

between the iuterradial areas.

The vault is convex over the ambulacral furrows and abruptly

depressed in the iuterradial areas, aud bears a short central pro-

bosis. The vault is covered by two circles of large plates, the

inner circle has seven plates, and within it there is an extra plate

and then four plates stand upright and form the probosis which

bears the azygous opening. There is an "ovariau aperture" on each

side of the base of each arm, or twenty of these orifices in this

species. It will be noticed that, in some species, these apertures

are in the iuterradial areas, at some distance from the arms,

while in this and some other species, they are not in the iuter-

radial depressions, but elevated and close to the ambulacral open-

ings.

This species is most nearly related to Dolatocrinus bulbaceus,

but differs in the general form and surface ornamentation. Tliis

species has an azygous side and "ovarian apertures," while tliat

species has neither. Four specimens belonging to this species

possess the same characters, and differ only, in the fact, that the

nodes or spines on some specimens are longer than ou others.
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The smallest specimen has only two-thirds the diameter of the one

illustrated, and the largest specimen has a diameter one-fiEth

greater than the one illustrated.

Found in the Hamilton Group, at Charlestown, Indiana, and
from the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley.

DOLATOCRINUS BELLULUS, n. sp.

Phife V, Fig. 16, based vietv: Fig. 17, azygotis, side view; Fig.

18, summit view.

Species above medium size. Calyx hemisperical, broadly trun-

cated below. Radial ridges consist of small round ridges crossing

the central part of the plates, and interrupted by prominent nodes

in the center of each plate. Nodes larger and more or less trans-

verse on the interradials. Surface ornamented by fascicles of

lines radiating from the central nodes. Column large, round, and

bearing a large cinque-foil columnar canal.

Basal plates almost covered by the column, and bearing a small

circular ridge around the facet for the attachment of the column.

First primary i-adials wider than long, the two on the azygous

side being la' ger than the others. Second primary radials about

one-half wider than long, quadrangular. Third primary radials

expand to the superior lateral angles, longer than the second,

pentagonal, axillary, and in two of the rays each bears upon each

superior sloping side a single secondary radial, which is axillary,

and bears upon each superior sloping side two tertiary radials,

which gives to each of these rays four arms. These two rays ad-

join the azygous area. In each of the other three rays the third

primary radial bears upon one sloping side tliree secondary

radials, and upon the other one secondary radial, which is axillary

and supports upon each upper sloping side two tertiary radials.

This arrangement gives to each of these rays three arms. There

are, therefore, seventeen arms and seventeen ambulacra! openings

to the vault in this species.

The azygous area is like the others except a little larger. The
first interradials are the largest plates in the calyx, have nine

sides and are broadly truncated above for the second interradials.

The second interradials are about half as large as the first, and

are followed by a single plate in the third range, which unites

with plates belonging to the vault.
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The vault is convex, bears a small central proboscis, and is sub-

stantially covered by three circles of large plates. Some of the

sutures are anchylosed in the larger circle of plates, and hence

they are not shown in the illustration. There are seven plates in

the middle circle, and five at the base of the short central pro-

boscis that contains the azygous opening. The surface of the

plates is de.stroyed, but a node may be seen on each plate over

the junction of the ambulacra! canals. There is a small "ovarian

aperture" close to each side of each ambulacral opening, which

gives to this species thirty-four of these openings.

This species is readily distinguished from all others by its gen-

eral form, surface ornamentation, and seventeen arms.

Found in the Hamilton Group, at Charlestown, Indiana, and

from the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley.

Family CAKYOCKINID.53.

Family STRIBALOCYSTID.E. (?)

STRIBALOCYSTITES SPH^BOIDALIS, n. sp.

Plate V, Fig. 19, anierior side; Fig. 20, basal view, plates injured

a little ivhere the column attached: Fig. 21,

summit tnew.

Body broadly obovate and expanded into an obtuse rim below

the summit. Surface of the plates granular, those on the vault

convex. Sutures beveled.

Basals four, of unequal size, and forming an irregularly expanded

cup with an hexagonal summit, and slightly re-entering angles at

the sutures. Second series of plates expand to the upper third,

where they are tumid and abruptly bent over toward the summit,

two pentagonal, two hexagonal and two heptagonal. The heptago-

nal plates are the larger plates in this .series. There are eight

plates in the third series, of unequal size, and not in line by rea-

son of curving over the large heptagonal plates in the second

series. They are slightly convex and directed toward the summit

of the body. Two of them adjoin the mouth which is surrounded

by four plates.

The entire summit i.s covered by seven plats, four of the larger

of which occupy the central part of the suuimit, and there is one

minute plate on one side of these and two small plates on the
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other side. There are four orifices on the summit, one of whicli

is as large as the mouth, and directly back of it, and surrounded

by four plates, two of which belong to the third series of plates.

The other two are smaller and each surrounded by three plates,

the smallest passes between plates belonging to the summit, and

the other is at an angle of tv^^o plates in the third range. One of

the summit plates adjoining tbe mouth bears a prominent node.

This species is so distinct from either of the others in form

and surface ornamentation and in the summit plates that no com-

parison with either is necessary to distinguish it. It will be ob-

served, that the summit plates and orifices differ greatly in this

genus, which reduces them to matters of specific importance only.

The number of plates in each range below the summit agree with

those in Caryocrinus. The pores in Cdryocvinus may be of

generic importance, but it is not likely that they are of family

importance. Considering the fact that within the range of a genus

the species vary among Cystideans more than elsewhere, and

allowing like latitude, in the classification of the genera into fam-

ilies, we may place the genus Slribalocysfifes in the family Cary-

ocrinidce. This view is strengthened by the fact that all the forms

are from the same group of rocks.

Found in the Niagara Group, at St. Paul, Indiana, and now in

the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley.

CARYOCRINUS KENTUCKIEN8IS, n. Sp.

Plate V, Fig. 22, anterior side ; Fig. 23, posterio-laieral side; Fig.

24, summit vieic.

Species small, subelliptical longitudinally. Plates more or less

convex, and bearing a few very small pores. The pores are so

small that thej' can only be seen by the aid of a magnifier, and

hence are not shown in the illustrations. The surface of the plates

is sculptured, but our specimen does not preserve these markings,

so as to describe them. The sutures are beveled. The body is

not constricted below the arms, and is only truncated below to the

extent of the diameter of the column.

Basals form a low subhexagonal cup with a hexagonal summit,

and slightly re-entering angles at the sutures. The base is con-

cave for the attachment of the column, and bears a round orifice

for the columnar canal. The plates in the second range are
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longer than wide, and stand nearly upright, two pentagonal, two

hexagonal and two heptagonal. The plates in the third range are

about half the size of those in the second, and form an irregular

range. They are of unequal size and shape, and surround an elon-

gated, irregular, convex summit.

The summit is covered by eighteen plates, fifteen of which are

quite small and some of them minute. There are six small open-

ings surrounding the summit beside the mouth. They are sup-

posed to represent the places for the attachment of the arms, and

adjoin the plates in the third range except one which seems to

be separated by a minute plate. The arm openings are in three

pairs. The mouth is surrounded by four plates, one of which be-

longs to the third range. It will, therefore, be observed that the

summit is covered with a number of small plates which are in no

manner connected with the orifices, and which preserve no definite

order of arrangement. The central one is surrounded with seven

plates, and the other ten plates have no order of arrangement, as

may be seen on figure 24.

This species is so different from all others heretofore described

that no comparison is necessary with any of them. It furnishes

another illustration of the great diversity of forms belonging to a

single genus among the Cystideans.

Found in the Niagara Group, at Louisville, Kentucky, and now

in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley.

Family PLEUROCYSTID.E.

PLEUBOCY8TITE8 MERCEREN8IS, n. sp.

Plate V, Fig. 25, dorsal view slightly broken at the anterior end;
Fig. 26, basal view of same.

Body irregularly subovato, and irregularly concavo-convex.

There are three plates on the dorsal side that do not extead to

thti margin; each of these at the distal sides bears a pectinated

rhomb. The two anterior ones have the rhombs located near the

superior lateral margins, and the posterior one has the rhomb

near the column. The left anterior rhomb is the largest. They

are all somewhat elongate ovate, and have their longer diameters

directed toward a central point between them, and they are

striated longitudinally so that the strijv are also directed in the

same way. The plates are radiately sculptured from the rhombs,
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but most of the striie are destroyed on our specimen. All other

plates on the dorsal side curve over and cover part of the ventral

side. The ventral side is concave, and possesses a large oval space

covered with very numerous minute plates. The column is ellip-

tical, and has its shorter diameter equal to the greatest thickness

of the body.

This species has oue plate less in the first range than there is

in P. sqitamosus, the species to which it would seem to be the

nearest. The rhombs are different in form from those belonging

to other species, and have their longer axes directed differently.

There are minor differences that will distinguish it from other

species also, and the general form will probably be sufficient in

all cases. We have used the family name Plcurocysfidd' pro-

visionally, without defining it, because this genus cannot belong

to the Lepadocrinida', where it has been placed heretofore. The

family relations among Cystideans are not well understood.

Found by Prof. A. G. Wetherby, in the Trenton Group, in Mer-

cer County, Kentucky, and now in the collection of Wm. F. E.

Gurley.

OKDER CYCLOCYSTOIDEA.

Family CYCLOCYSTOIDID.E.

CYCLOCYSTOIDES ILLINOISENSIS, n. sp.

Plate V, Fig. 27, outer rim of a part of a specimen: Fig. 28,

outer rim of part of another specimen.

This species is large and the outer rim is composed of a great

many plates. One of our specimens which does not appear to be

more than one-third of a circle, has nine plates. The other speci-

men, which does not appear to be much, if any, more than one-

half of the circle, has thirteen plates. The inference is that a

complete specimen will have from twenty-four to thirty plates.

The outer part or margin of the rim bears four or five rows of

elongated nodes, such as have not, we believe, been heretofore

found on any specimen.

The great number of plates, in the rim, and the elongated nodes

on the margin will distinguish this species from all that have been

heretofore described.

Found in the Hudson River Group on Orchard Creek, Alexan-

der county, Illinois, and now in the collection of Wm. F. E.

Gurley.
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Through an oversight, proper credit was not given in Bulletin

No. 5 to Prof. A. G. Wetherby, who discovered all the forms

thereiu described from the Trenton Group of Mercer county, Ky.,

and Knox county, Tenn. ; also, those from the Kaskaskia Group,

of Pulaski county, Ky., as well as those from the Keokuk Group

of Tennessee, in all some fifteen species, including one new family

and three new genera. And the opportunity is here taken not

only to make this correction, but to express to Prof. Wetherby

our sincere thanks for the valuable assistance he has rendered

in securing interesting specimens, as well as valuable information.









PLATE I.

Paj;e.

BaTOCIU.NUS SPINO:jOS, u. ej) 5

Fig. 1. Anygous side.

Fig. 3. View opposite azy^^oua side.

Fig. 3. Basal view.

Batocrinup CUUI03US. n. ep 6

Fig. 4. Azygoue eide.

Fig. 5. View opposite azygoue side.

Fig. (i. Basal view.

Hatockinus casuu. n. sp 8

Fig. 7. Azygous eide.

Fig. 8. Lateral view.

liATOt^KINlTS HONOUAltlLO, II. !Jp ; . 10

Fig. 9. Azygoiie side.

Fig. 10. View opposite azygons side.

Batocbinos wethekbti, n. sp 11

Fig. 11. AssygouB eide.

Fig. 13. View opposite azygoiis side.

Batociunus latkrna, 11. sp 12

Fig. 13. Lateral view, azygoue area to the right.

Fig. 14. Basal view, showing large diameter of the basal plates.

HaTOCRINUS LALINIOSUS, n. sp 14

Fig. 15. Lateral view.

Fig. 16. Azygoue view.

Batocuinus casuai.is, n. sp 15

Fig. 17. I^ateral view.

Fig. 18. Azygous view.
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PLATE II.

ACTINOCRINUS UOTKl'O.SUS. 11. sp 22

Pig. 1. Azygoue side.

Pig. 2. View opposite azygoiii^ side.

Batockinus a rcui.a, 11 . gp 16

Fig. 3. AzgouB eide.

Fig. 4. Summit %iew.

Fig. 5. Basal view.

BATOCKINUS riLEOS, U. 8p 18

Fig. G. Baeal view.

Pig. 7. Summit view.

Pig. 8. Lateral view.

IJatoohinus bcrketi, n. ep 19

Fig. 9. View of a specimen showing column, arms and azygoue. eide of calyx.

Batockinus i.abellum, n. sp 21

Fig. 10. Azygous eide.

Fig. 11. Baeal view.

Fig. 12. Summit view.

Saccocrinus dmbrosus, n. ep 24

Fig. 18. Lateral view, azygoue area to the right.

Fig. 14. Lateral view, azygous area to the left.

Eketmockinus co.umknijabilis, n. sp 25

Fig. 15. View of a specimen showing cohunii, lunie and calyx.

1*LATYCKINUS VA9CELLUM, D. Sp 32

Pig. Ifi. Basal view.

Fig. IT. Lateral view.

Fig. IH. Summit view.
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PLATE III.

Agaiucocrinus profundus, n. sp 2t!

Fig. 1. Basal view.

Fig. 2. Summit view,

Pipj. 3. Azygouij side view of a eraalliT epecimon.

Agaricocrinus tukguium, n. sp -jy

Fig. 4. Ba^nl view.

Fig. 5. Summit view.

Fig. 6. Azygoue side view.

Agabicocuinus aucula, n sp :io

Fig. 7. Basal view.

Fig. 8. Summit view of a smaller speciuiPii.

Fig. 9. Azygous side view of same.

ARCH.«0CR1NUS KNOXENSIS, II. 6p M
Pig. 10, Basal view.

Fig. 11. AzygouB side view.

Pig. 13. Summit view.

GlI,BERT90CRINUS GREEN El, U t^p
,

-i't

Fig. 13. liaeal view.

Pig. 14. Lateral view.

Fig. 15. Siimmii view.

GlI.BERTSOCRINUS IN DIAN KNSIS, 11. Bp

Fig. 16. Baeal view nf a specimen showing eome complete epines.

Fig. 17. Basal view of anotlier epecinien.

Figs. IS and 19. Lateral viewi* of the emnc
Fig. 20. Busal view of a smaller t^pftcimen, proUubly of xiw same species.

Fig. 21. Summit view of the same.

Pig. 2^. Lateral view of the."aine.

MaCROSTYLOCIUNUS INDIANEN^I^, D. Sp.

Fig. 23. Side view of calyx.
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PLATE IV.

Page.
Ontchockinus pulaskiensis, n. sp 40

Fig. 1. View showing column and part of arms.

Pig. 2. Azygoiis fiid*^ of the same.

Taxoukinus wetherbyi. n. sp

Fig. 3. Basal view, azygous side down.

Fie. 4. Lateral view.

Pig. 5. Summit view.

Pterotocrinu!* wetherbyi, n. sp 44

Fig. 6. Azygoos aide view.

Fig. 7. Baeal view, azygone nide down.

Fig. 8. Summit view.

Fig. 9. View of another specimen, allowing furrowed \'ttnlt,

POTERIOURINUS VAGULUS, 11. dp •!*»

Fig. 10. Lateral view, azygous area lo the lell

Fig. U. Oppopite side of the same.

ZeaCRINUS PULASKIENSI:5, U. :«p t"

Fig. 12. Azygous side view.

Fig. 13, Opposite side of same.

Zeacrinus durabilis, n. sp .' 4S

Fig. 14. Azyyoufl side view.

Fig. 15. Opposite side of same.

EmPEROCRINUS INDIANENSIS, n. ep 43

Fig. 16. Basal view.

Fig. 17. Azygous side view.

BaRYCR[NUS WASHINGTON EN81S, n. Sp 41)

Pig. 18. Azygone side view.

Fig. 19. Opposite side of same.

CYMCOORINUS IMlJIANENJiIS, H. Sp 31

Fig 20. Basal view.

Fig. 21. Azygous side view.

Fig. 22. Lateral view.
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PLATE V.

Page.
DOLATOCBINLS COUl'OKOSUS, 11. 8p 50

Fig. 1. Basal view.

Fig. 2. Summit view.

Fig. 3. A/y(ic)u?« side \iew.

DULATOCRINLS IIAMMEI.LI, II. BJ) * Q3

Fig. 4. Rawal view.

Fig. 5. Lateral view.

Fig. 6. Summit view.

I)oi.\TncKiNfs VAacri.UM, n. ep 53

Fig. T. Basal view.

Pig. S. Summit view.

Fig. It. A/.ygous side view.

DOLATOCHINUS BXORNATCS. B. Sp 54

Fig. 10. Basal view.

Fig. 11. Lateral vIbw, a/.ygoue area to the left.

Fjo-. 12. Summit view.

DOLATOCKINUe PULCHELLUS, H. ep 55

Fig. 13. Baeal view.

Fig. 14. Lateral view.

Fig. 15. Summit view.

DcH.ATOCBINCS RBLI.L'LUS, 11. Sp 57

Fig. 16. Baaal view.

Fig. 17. Azygoue side view.

Fig. 18. Summit view.

StkIBALoCYSTITES 8PHAER01DA1.1S. 11. S\) .58

Fiu. 19. Anterior view.

Fig. 30. Baeal view.

Fig. 21. Summit view.

CARVOCRINUS KENTIICKIBNSIS, n. Sp 59

Fig. '^2. Anterior view.

Fig. "23. [•neterior— iHleral view.

Fig. 24. Summit view.

I*I.KOROCYpTITKS MEBCEBENSia, 11. 6p 60

Fig. 35. Dorsal view.

Fig. 26. Basal view.

CYCI.OCTSTOIDKB ILLINOI8EN9I?, 11. Sp 61

Fig. 27. Outer rim of a specimen.

Fig. 38. Fragment of outer rim of another specimen.
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